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Rambles on the Riviera.
By Eoweno SrnessuRGER.

With 87 Coloured Illustrations by Loursr
Rnuscn; 2ll- net.

The Outloolr sags r-
' " \Me opened the book in the train and our neighbour

seriously thought that the book contained pressed specimens

of flowers and leaves. As these illustrations, dovetailed
into the type, catch the tail of your eye, you can easily
make the same mistake. The colours are slightly subdued,

but perfectly true and so natural as to suggest the very
texture of the leaves, stalk and leaflet. Herr Strasburger's
work does not at this date need recommendation

Few botanical writers have a happier way of associating

their special study with the charm of the place in which
they work, He has a.wonderful eye for country as well
as for flowers; a wide grasp of all open-air lore, weather,

rocks and plants, and the most observant will find the

Riviera a new place after rambling with this learned

writer No visitor to the Riviera should be with-
out the book; but it can make the Riviera a very real
place to those whose visit is yet to come."

Rambles on the Riviera.
By EownRD STRAsBURGER.

With 87 Coloured Illustrations by Loursn
Rruscn, 2ll- net.
Obtainable through any.. Bookseller or Library.

, PUBLISIIDD BY

T. FISIIER UNWIN, I, Adelphi Terrace, London.
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-SOME REMINISCENCES OF'
SKAGASTOISTIXO.

By Enrx Uu-dN.
,, Vnllis est h,ic tntu,tdws mons est celunt.,,

If it be true that a special ,.r".,]i'"*",::tt;:"J,:t#:1
r,r,ho has ascended a mountain more than or." _fprospects for the future are very dark indeed, for I havllrcor no fer,ver than six.teen timei up Store Skagastolstind.I l-rave been there alone and also in good"company;
irr the daytime and at night; in sunshine and in snow_strlrrn. Sometimes the ascent has been mere play in funantl merriment, and sometimes a fierce struggle againstlrcirvl' odds, and I cannot say rvhich we enjoyed most.I rnay add that I have been up Skagastolsti"d Uy 

"lghirlili'crent wa)/s and hope to fi;d o; or two more ifopllortunity offers.

. Occil Slingsby made, as all who climb in Norway
lirr<rw, the first ascent of the mountain in fi76. H;;rsr:cndcd the glacier which nou, bears his name, reached\lolrn's Skar-the col between Store and Vesle Skagastols_tirrrl, and finished the climb by the north ar6te." Foo,
\,,rr.r's_irftcrwards Johannes Heftye, with Jens Klingenberg
;r.rrrl l)cdcr N{clheirn, made the ascent fiom the o-ppo.itE
:rir.lc urtircly lry rocks, and this route is now generallytrrkcrr. 'l'l-rc most intcrcsting portion of this cidb is th,elrttttous 

_l 
lt:lt1'r:'s r:hirntrc1,. Iri rggo Hans Clsen Vigdai,rl Sl<.i.1<l.rr (rr,t t. lrt: rristrr.ltt:r, f,,. -i.,lrau.es Vigdal ofS.lv.r'rr, tltr: r'.ll-lirr.rvrr grritl.) u,L.ic.l Hcftye,s route
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considerably. From the ledge below the chimney he
made a traverse to the left to inother chimney, *hi.l h;ss6sndsd-a brilliant achievement considering tn" ."rr*_
tional nature of the climb and the fact that hi *u, ulo.r".
Th:_fl8 gully in the west face was climbed i" ,S9q btA. W. Andrews and O. K. Williamson, with Ol" B;r;J.Dr. Brockelmann and Oberleutnant la euiant" _ud" tLr::.o"d ascent by this route, and I see in Deutsche
AlPenzeitwng (7 Band, 4 Jahrg., p. 23r) that they believ"jit to be a first ascent-a v".y .ruio.ut mistake ;".id";i;;
that they had never been on the mountain before. I ,"*1their. tracks only one or two days afterrvards and there
can be no doubt that their route was exactly the same asMr. Andrews'.

I made my first ascent of Skagastolstind in r9o3 in
company q'ith two Frenchmen, and a jolly day it i"u..
None of the party was a linguist, and when"not'.fi_fi"g
we were busy turning over the leaves of our dictionl
aries. 

- In Vigdal's chimney, which was very glazed., Ilearned many Gallic phrases-which were a. .oocii as they
were expressive and which have since proved lrery usefrli.Two days afterwards, our party on Store Midtmaradalstind
was composed of seven mountaineers of four nationalities
and thus made it a new Tower of Babel. O.r.irrf th"
descent we got into difificulties, and I am afraid that our
remarks would have been awful hearing for a presbyterian
well versed in languages.

The same summer we had the good fortune to find aney 
loyte- to the right of Heftye's chimney. It was a wet

and dull day. F-roken Theresl Bertheau, Kristian Tand_
berg. 

- 
and myself were sitting on the ledge below

considering which way we should take. We nited with
disgust that a fixed rope w1s dangling in Heftye,..hr-;;;;
and, as we had done Vigdal's travers"e before, we looked atthe rock-wall between tlese two routes but did not like the
aspect of it ; it was somewhat overhanging and streamingwith water, so we turned our attentioi, to the rightl
Tandberg traversed some slabs and swarmed slo*ly lip avertical.and exposed buttress to a conside.able heig"ht inJ
then tried to step across a shallow gully to thI right.

Some Rewimiscences of Shagastiilstind.. ' rB3

This is the rnau,rais pas of the climb. The handholds
are not bad, but the only available foothold is very scanty
and the whole business looked rather nasty. We did not
feel quite prepared to follow our leader should he take a
speedy descent to the Slingsby Glacier and told him so,
and, as he does not like travelling alone, he displayed great
caution and eventually pulled himself safely across. It
u'as rather diffrcult to find a satisfactory belaying pin but
in due time we all ioined our leader. F-rom here a
comfortable couloir and some easy slabs led us straight up
to the cairn.

In r9o4, four of us, including two ladies, succeeded in
climbing the wall between Heftye's and Vigdal's chimneys.
The wall is, as I have already mentioned, somewhat
overhanging, and icy water flowing from above failed to
make it more attractive. Standing on the big stone, which
makes such a welcome barrier on the ledge, I could reach
some rather poor handholds and get a little support for the
right foot on a badly sloping boss of rock. The next
rnovements were awkward and required care, but higher
tup the holds improved. A few minutes later a cry of
cxultation in various keys reached me from below as I
clambered up to a spacious and comfortable ledge.

The first thing I did when I had recovered my breath
and rubbed a little warmth into my fingers was to tell my
cornrades below that it was quite easy. A scoffing laugh
grected this declaration and a bass voice remarked : " I,ll
cat my hat if I ever get up there." At the moment
I felt somewhat hurt by the doubt cast on my veracity,
lrut experience has taught me to understand others'
fcclings. I am thinking of a certain day on the north
face of the Pillar Rock. My friend Harold Raeburn was
sitting above " the nose " and I was below, and I
rcmcmber well what he said and what I said. We didn't
rltrite agree. However he got me up at last, and from
that day he has considered me an exceptionally heavy
l)erson.

To return to Skagastolstind; Fate seemed at first
inclined to find for the sceptics. A shoulder from below
rnacle the first move easy, but a momerrt of suspense
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followed and then a voice, very much out of breath,
entreated the leader. to. pull. I pulled with all my might,
yd !!e unhappy victim, slipping away from th; hojds;
found himself dangling in mid-air. Lowered a little he_
or she-was seized by the iegs by the rest of the party
below and pulled on to the ledge, amidst u ,hrffl" o1
masculine maledictions and feminine lamcntations.
However, by means of assiduous invocations of our tutelar
saints and an ingenious use of the rope all of us at last
qot up by the new way, with the exception of one of the
ladies, who with great firmness of character declined to be
cut in twain by the rope and preferred. to go up Heftye,s
chimney in one piece. Having reached" the summit some
of us withdrew to solitude with thread and needle to touch
up our sartorial appearance, for even on a mountain top
some small degree of decorum has to be observed

The above climbs are all on the east face, and ought
perhaps to be called variations rather than different roufes.
From the west or south-west there are two ways to the
summit: Andrews' gully and the S.W. ar6te.

Most mountaineers who have been on the west face of
Skagastolstind have certainly noted the magnificent
4oo-feet gully which runs straight up the nea"rly per_
pendicular summit crags. This is Andrews' guliy and
affords a most interesting climb.

I made my first acquaintance with it in r9o5 under
somewhat peculiar circumstances. I had 

"tr""ay begun
the summer's campaign by slipping on the deck of 

-the

steamer between Bergen and Skjolden-to the immense
gratification of my non-climbing fellow-passengers_and,
as I found out some weeks afterwards, fracturiig a k.r"e-
9up. - I, made my solemn entry into Turt-egro on
horseback and a committee of wisl men was appointed
to treat the injury. They applied a bandage,- ordered
complete rest, then went away climbing.

The weather was perfect, the air was crisp and pure,
and the sun shone from a cloudless sky. I splnt the'days
lying on my back in the heather, enjoying ihe wr.mt"h,
the distant murmur of the river and t-he manv summer
scents, and my happiness would have been complete had

Sotne Reminiscences of Shagastdlstind.. r85

not the snowy peaks at the head of the vallev been calling
with a thousand voices. One day, half-a-week after the
accident, the temptation became too strong, and the
invalid sneaked away after luncheon and limped to the
hut on Bandet. Abyssus abysswm i,nvocat, and when I
say that the hut is about midway between Turtegro and
the summit of Skagastolstind I need not tell what
followed.

At the foot of Andrews' gully I changed my boots for
scarpetti. The lower portion is the stiffest and may
appropriately be defined as four continuous pitches with
only narrow ledges between. It is a straightforward
climb the whole way, only, in one or two places it is
judicious to work out a little to the right. Though I have
never played'-or indeed for that matter ever tried to play

-the piano with my toes, I used to be a master in the
noble art of walking on the hands. Now I had to climb
on one leg: it is a very recreative exercise and involves a
multitude of striking and graceful attitudes. Higher up
the angle eases off. The holds are delightfully good but
in places rather apt to come off, and the climber ought to
tcst them carefully if he does not u,ant to illustra.te the
Austrian Marterl :

" In 3 Sekuntn war er unten
Man hat'n gar not g'fundn."

I made a second visit to Andrews' gully one or two
wceks later, in company with three others, Inspired with
bcnevolence towards humanity in general, and especially
towards the climbing fraternity, we cleared away a lot of
thc loose stuff. Fortunately I was leading and could thus
without amitres penseds errjoy the crashes of the stones
on their way to the Midtmaradal 4,ooo feet lower dorn'n.
Sorne of my friends below seemed to be unable to
pcrceive the altruism of this action and carried on a
somewhat heated discussion when they rn'ere not looking
otrt for stones. But then some people are shockingly
sclfish !

'['lrree attempts had, so far as was known, been made on
thc S.W. ardte of Skagastolstind: by J. Heftye, with Jens
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Klingenberg and Peder Melheimx; by Carl Hall, with
Mathias Soggemoen and Thorgeir Sulheimt; and by
Froken Therese Bertheau and A. Saxegaard, with Ole
Berge. It was followed to the summit on July z4th,
tgo4, by four of us.

A party of two tourists and two guides started
simultaneously from the Skagastols hut, and we kept
company with them till the ordinary way strikes the
S.W. ar6te and then watched them disappear round the
corner. The frugal luncheon was soon finished and the
pipes being put back into the pockets we roped and
started, the learned man as usual first, the sturdy man
second to lend a broad shoulder in cases of exigency, the
charming young lady third, and the reckless man last lest
he should lead us into mischief by attempting impossible
places.

It was a glorious day and we felt instinctively as we
grasped the warm rocks that victory was to be ours, and
even the clumsiest amongst us displayed the most
Terpsichorean agility when the eyes of our fair lady in
wonder and admiration followed his performances. The
leader started straight up the actual ar6te. The
plate facing p. r8r shows well how smooth and exposed
this is. The rocks are, however, delightfully firm and
reliable, and the holds just big enough to satisfy the
requirements of a not too pretentious climber. As I
clambered on to a convenient ledge I could not help
wondering how my comrades would like this fancy bit of
rock work, and my disappointment was great when I saw
them ascend with ease and gaiety over broken rocks a
little to the right. A long puli without any footholds to
speak of and an airy promenade on all fours along a
narrow iedge brought us to a little cairn marking the
highest point reached by our predecessors.

A formidable-looking wall now confronted us and
seemed to bar completely all further progress. With
great diffrculty I succeeded in climbing ten or perhaps
twelve feet, but I felt that I had got dangerously near the

. V,'d" * H"r".g
! Vide Den Norske Turistforenings .{rbog, r89r-92, p. 45.

Some Reminiscences of Shagastdlsti.ncl. rB7

line which, at least so fa.r as I am concerned, separates
the possible from the impossible, and so I descended
again. To the right u'as a square-cut precipice, and we
could catch a glimpse of the Slingsby Glacier and its
yawning crevasses far below. To the left vvere some steep
slabs hanging over the abyss. Here rvas evidently our
way. On some small holds I managed to get across and
round the corner. Half a dozen steps more and a narrow
vertical crack was reached. The first fifteen feet of the
crack were not unduly stiff, but then the diffrculties
became great and I dared not venture any further and
cven felt doubtful whether I should be able to descend
rrgain. A glance dor,l'nwards revealed the charms of the
situation : a smooth rock-wall, and a slanting slab
tcrminating in space.

As long as the rope had been moving the silence
lutd been unbroken, but now, when I u,'as studying the
lrroblem how to get do\,\'n, I heard voices from round
thc corner. At first they were soft and mellow, but by
tlcgrees they greu' loud and satirical. They informed me
tlritt the sitting accommodation was scanty and that time
rvls flying fast. Did I sleep well ? They should be much
obliged if I would kindly inform them how long I was
going to keep them waiting. But I resisted the charms of
ir conversation. By means of great caution I succeeded
irr getting down, and, continuing the traverse still more to
thc left, reached a spacious anchorage just as I had run
otrt the whole length of the rope. The rest of the
ptrty soon joined me, and their long and anxious waiting
wirs at once forgotten at the sight of a wide vertical
r:hirnney in front which evidently led to our goal.
lixulting in the imminent victory we ascended it, first
working straight up the middle of it and then, when the
light wall became overhanging, out and up to the left.
A rlirrk and damp cave and we sarv the sky-line ahead; a
slrort gully and the last doubt vanished. Our fair lady
lool< the lead and a few minutes later we were standing
lrirrrnphantly at the cairn.

We spent three hours on the summit, three memorable,
lrrI and-alas--all too brief hours, In an easy detachment
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did we absorb it all : the glaciers glittering in the sunshine,the glorious peaks rve kiew so 

"well no* f". befo* ,rr,the tarn in the deep reflecting grim rocky walls arrd bluesky, and, half awake, half in" d".eam, did we il A; ;;;;follow the shadows of the-.floating clouds *.na"ri.,g oir",the snowy wastes to a distant ind unknown far awav.Down there in the^hazyvalley o.r, *or.i"rl"a *.i"f.'r?jall the ennui of. life were *uiti.rg for us_but we did not
care.

. Tl: best way of approaching Store Skasastolstind is bvthe ridge over Nordre, MellemsL and Vesle'Sk;;;r,ah;tjIt is the most sporting route, and from nowhere else doesthe old mountain look grander. The first-;pl;;;
traverse was made in rgoz by Harold Raeburn,s p".iy,and I have had the good fortune to repeat this splendijclimb thrice with different parties and once alone.

.Prim.a quaeque difi.cillima sunt, as we all know, but,when the traverse of the Skagast6lsridge is .o.r."rn"d,ih.
beginning is tedious, which i! *.rr.", Jnd the four hours,walk up the endless screes to Nordre Skagastolstirra ,r"knorvn to have ruffied even the most serene tempers. Afriend of mine once undertook to carrf my h"a,ry 

"r*"othere:- he kept his promise faithfully'and. arrived at thetop minus coat and waistcoat, sweating prodigiously, anJsaid that he ,,would never -or. ".u.ry 
any _

cameras up any peaks.',
But once here the fun begins. The further oneu9:T"": along the ridge the ,"r-.o*", it becomes 

"rd ;h;wilder the surroundings. The view of the Stvgg"a;i,
Glacier and the peaks beyond is truly magnificent, a chaosof rugged ar6tes, hangirlg glaciers 

".ra-ri.igtty l;;_;;ilS
:l: -h_appy 

hunting g.o,.nd ior the fearless cragsman andtne earnest devotee of the ice.axe.

^. 
The 'J' gap and patchell's slab are the glories of theS.kagastolsridge. Tl" , V ,. grp, Slingsby,s"conqr"rt, i,always fascin-atingl,v interestirig'ana tfrE way ir, though inno place unduly difficult, ver;i intricate. -Once, 

*fr"., iwas there alone last summer, i lost the way completely ina vehement blizzard, and. got into great difficulties.
Patchell's slab is accounted one of tile most difficult

Some Reminiscences of Shagastdlstind. r8o

places in the distnict and will, when there is ice about,
test the skill and nerves of even the best of cragsmen. I
had heard vague rumours of the horrors of the place and
it was therefore a great disappointment on my first visit
to find two fixed ropes. A few weeks later, on the way
back from the first traverse of the Maradalsridge and
Centraltind, we cut away the ropes, which were very
rotten, and I haven't since heard anyone complain of the
place not being haute dcole. Once when the conditions
were very bad we were nearly beaten. Patchell's slab
can however, as Froken Bertheau's party showed in r9or,
be turned to the left by a sort of hand-traverse which is
by no means easy, but where the leader can be well fielded.

There can hardly be seen a grander and more alpine
sight in Norway than Store Skagastolstind from Vesle.
All around are lofty spires and white cones, but one
doesn't heed them, for the eye cannot leave this bold rock-
gable. There are no delicate colourings, no graceful
outlines, only this stupendous mass of rugged walls, grim
precipices and gloomy chimneys, towering above the
neighbouring peaks as Charlemagne above the peers. I
remember once seeing it flaming red in the last lingering
sunlight. We had been climbing since early in the
morning, the lady of our party was quite exhausted and
our progress had been only slow. It was already dark
when we gained the lofty summit and day was breaking
long before the valley was reached again. Another time I
was alone--it was two days after my first ascent of
Andrews' gully-and had had a hard struggle against icy
rocks and foul weather on the Skagastolsridge. I had just
taken out the compass and was trying to find out the
whereabouts of Skagastolstind when a storm-wind sudden-
ly split thc clouds and for a few moments I saw it looming
out through the gloom. The wind was roaring wildly
amongst the crags, and streams of powdery snor\r were
blowing from the ar6tes. I knew that the greatest
difficulties were behind me and 1'et I shivered at the
sight.

When our Ex-President made his memorable ascent of
Skagastolstind he reached Mohn's Skar from the south-
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east. " On the north or opposite side to that which I had
ascended," he says, " instead of a friendly glacier or
couloir close at hand, there was a grim precipiie.,,* It
had long been a dream of mine to scaie this wall and
thus make the first ascent of Skagastolstind from the
Skagastols Glacier, and often on the way to Bandet had
I stopped and studied the problem through my glasses.
The final wall looked diffrcult, but the foot oi ii could
evidently be reached provided that one could get across
the schrund and ascend the ice-worn rocks at the bottom.
Another consideration was that stones and fragments were
constantly falling from the slopes above. Of course I
know that the climber ought to be able to keep a watchful
e-ye ol1 the falling stones, as the accomplished shot gauges
the flight of the bird, and dodge them at the critical
moment, but I must confess thert I have utterly failed in
this .art though I have had many opportunities of
practising it. When there are falling stones about I
generally do what I do in a drawing-room when a kind
friend tells me that my tie is half *"y ,p my neck: I
try to look as unconcerned as possible and wish I were
somewhere else. I remember what happened once whenI tried to behave correctly in the mattei lf u fullirrg stone.It was not a success, but that was the stone's fault and
not mine. I saw it come whizzing through the air
straight at me and followed its course with th-e eyes of a
falcon ; at the psychological moment I sprang aside and
got hit right on the forehead and knock"a ao*r,.

In r9o3 we made what may be called a reconnaisance
in force. Two of us had intended to take a novice up
Skagastolstind by the ordinary way, but the weather was
so bad that we dropped the idea. C)n the wav down the
glacier we decided to have a look at the iocks below
Mohn's Skar just to get a little healthy exercise before
dinner; so we roped and started. The difficulties were
great from_ the beginning, but nothing would impress our
novice. He admired the view when le was supposed to
be in readiness to field the man in front; discussed the
great problems of humanity when engaged in a nasty

* Vide ,,Norway : The Northern playground,,, p. r5g.
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traverse where a slip would have dislodged the whole
party! and pooh-poohed the stones, which were now and
then whizzing over our heads. " They wouldn't do any
harm," said he, " because they were falling from such a
great height," an argument the point of which we didn't
quite catch. We spent several hours on a few hundred
feet of rocks and at last gave it up, to the great
indignation of our lion-hearted friend.

Late in August r9o4, and quite unexpectedly, I got the
chance which I had been looking for. The winter had set
in early and the mountains had already begun to put on
their winter garb. My holidays were up. I had spent
the day down at Fortun taking leave of friends and had
intended to cross the moirntains to Rosheim. It was late
in the evening and Knut Fortun, my old friend and
trusted comrade on so many difficult expeditions, and I
were sitting in front of the cosy inn talking over bygone
days. Someone happened to mention Skagastolstind and
our minds were made up at once; we would attempt to
climb it from the Skagastols Glacier the following day.
The odds were against us, but what would it matter if we
failed ? We were not going to give in without a stubborn
fight and we should at all events have one recollection
more to live on during the long winter months. The
ropes were soon coiled, the sacks got ready, and as we
started in the night a lonely star, breaking through the
clouds, seemed to intimate that Dame Fortune was smiling
on us.

Early in the morning we were at the foot of the rocks.
There was even more snow and ice about than we had
anticifated; the weather was threatening and stormy,
and snow and hail fell during the whole day. We soon
saw that any serious attempt was out of the question ;

then, having agreed so far, we roped and started, as is the
way of perverse mortals.

An immense block of ice, fallen from the slopes above,
made an excellent bridge over the schrund and we got on
to the rocks easily. Though they were smooth and steep,
the rare holds were firm and reliable, and we had soon
reached a huge overhanging accumulation of old snow
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which blocked the way. But in the right place, just asin the fairy-tale, we, iound a turr.rel,- made by runningwater, through which we crawled, then broken ;t;;;
1ofte1 rocks 

-brought us to the snow slope, which 
"r" n"arntended to be our highway, soaked. to it e ,ki" ;"1;;;;but in high spirits.

Until now we had met with no real difftculties, but herea great disappointment arvaited us. Our plan fr"a U"*1,ascend this snow slope with the couloir ubou" it "J tryto find an exit to the left; but instead of a friendly;";;slope we found blue ice covered *iit " layer of freshsnow. It would have taken hours of hard work to cut ayay up, and the slope was swept by a hail of .ton". .nJice-fragments. To ihe right was ,'rt"UUy buttress wherewe should be less exposedio that danger, but we must cut
:r"los 

the,dangerou-s 5lsp. to get theie. It was howeverrne only thrng to do. Fortun relieved me of ,u.k anJcoat, then five minutes of frantic exertion u"d lv" ;;;across.
This buttress would,probably_though C. W. patchell,A. Tobler and *y:"lj kno* by "r|".i"rr"" that thestabs on this side ;t^:l: sr."f".i6r.j;;" 

"r" not so easyas they look-prove quite easy u.,de, oil,nary conditions;but now it was ,o-"thirrg quit" aifl."rrt. The slabswere covered with verglas and on this was " it;;;layer of powdery ,rro*, io.that nothing could be trusted,and more confidence_ .had to be pit in Fate thanseemed advisable in this age of sceiticism. f*i"" ifr"treacherous snow peeled. off a.rd .urri"J.."y the leader,but the second man was on the alert and f*fa iri* 
"p.At last we came on a level with the 

"orrtoir. One ortwo attempts were made to traverse back to the left, butfailed, as _we put no heart i,' i;- .;;" shirked to runthe. gauntlet again. So we took to iie buttress againand.. slowly and stubbornly worked ;; way upwardsuntil the foot of the final watl was ."u"hea. It wasnow 2 p.m.
To the left was a c-lean_cut precipice, and throughfhe driving snow and sleet rne '..;lj-,"" the couloirfar down. To the right the ,i"1, *"rged in the face
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of the final peak, and in front of us was the wall
below Mohn's Skar. Was it possible to force a way
rup it ? -We 

scanned it anxiousll', for it was our onlv
chance and we dreaded to descend the pitiless slopes
up which we had been toiling since the morning.
" Messire Gaster est le fire et le maitre des arts " as
Rabelais says, so \r'e sat down on a slanting ledge
and ate our luncheon in silence. We were old friends
and needed no words, but I could well read Fortun's
thoughts in his stern face : " You have got us into a
pretty fix ! "

The sacks were soon emptied and, turning with more
cheerfulness to the problem in front, we rubbed a little
warmth into our fingers-our gloves had long since been
worn to pieces on the slopes below-and started. The
work was hard indeed, for every hold had to be cleared
and there was not much to hang on to, but at last a little
ledge was reached. It was not a comfortable place, for it
sloped outwards badly and there was barely standing-room
for two, but it was very welcome all the same and we
gripped the only hand-hold tenderly. To the left was
another ledge, which led to a corner; but the wall between
was smooth and plastered with ice. My fingers were now
frost-bitten and without feeling, so Fortun took the lead,
for a slip must not occur. True enough, after much
searching, we had found a belaying pin of doubtful
security, but its utility was strictly moral, as the wall
below rn'as overhanging and the unhappy leader would, in
case of a slip, find himself dangling in mid-air, while the
second man was too badly placed to be able to haul him
up again. It was just a place for Fortun's iron nerves
and he knew well that success or failure, and perhaps
more, hung on his steady hand.

With great difficulty he managed to get a hold on the
icy rvall and the next moment he clambered on to the
ledge, but we were both breathless. I u'as soon across
also, the corner was reached and Fortun advanced again.
The snow was whirling furiously overhead, so we must
be quite close to the crest though we couldn't see it.-
" What does it look like, Knut ?"-rs I cannot tell yet."-
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THE JOYS OF- THE OPEN FtrLL.
Bv aN OLo Rerrasr-Bn.

" I laaae loaed, the sunlight as dearly as any aliue."

There still remain in our Club some men that have not
fallen captive to the allurements of cragwork and to
whom an ice-axe is not a symbol potent to raise h"ppy
memories; men who u'ithout undue elation can receive
an invitation to share those recondite and specialised
discomforts u'hich appear to constitute so large a propor-
tion of the attractions of a pot-holing expedition-
who only accept such an invitation in a spirit chastened
by knowledge of what it involves, just for 'the good of
the side,' or who can, on occasion, even decline it.

Several times of late the writer in the company of
such members has listened-not without sympathy-to
the plaint that " nobody walks nowadays for the sake of
the walk only: climbing and pot-holing occupy all the
spare time of those fellows one could once rely on for a
week-end tramp " I and so on. Unfettered speech (which,
alas I may not here be quoted verbatim) like a mountain
stream in flood is poured on those wights who leave the
open and the sky to go burrowing underground-" You
get indescribably filthy: eat anything that comes to hand,
usually scented with naphtha and flavoured with candles
and cave-dirt-or go without food altogether because the
man in charge of it has either dropped it down the hole,
or left it behind-and, finally, you come out soaked to
the skin, ghastly tired, and say you've had a ripping
good day ! A poor game, I call it, compared with the
grand tramps we used to have." While one can but feel
that the holders of these opinions lose much that a wider
sympathy would confer upon tirem, thoughtful consider-
ation admits some justice in their plea and makes more
vivid many cherished memories of days spent in fell
walking.

Casting memory back to the early da;'s of the Club be-
fore the development of the ' mere fell-u'alker' into the
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climber had taken place-as has happened with so many
of us-the recollections of a long tale of days afield bring
pleasure, and from among a multitude of wanderings
certain days stand out bright and shining, their lustre
scarcely dimmed by the passage of time. Why such
eminence should be so especially their attribute is some-
what dif&cult to explain. Their elements were'present on
many other occasions that are but grey and flat by
comparison.

The open fell, one's chosen friends for company, and
the day before one were, and are, common factors of such
days; and yet, if any one of the men who shared the
walks whose jo1's are but faintly suggested herein were
asked what was the best day's walk he ever had, it is
almost certain that one of these would be cited in answer.

A dozen years ago three of us took the opportunity
afforded by an Easter holiday to spend a day on the
hills. We left Leeds at 6-o a.m. (we were enthusiastic
enough to consider rising at five o'clock convenient) in
spite of the fact that on the way to the railway station
our maiden attempt at tying up a newly acquired ruck-
sack-knapsacks were just 'going out '-resulted in its
untying itself, turning upside down and distributing
impartially over a considerable area of badly lighted road
our day's focid, spare articles of clothing and the other
usual trifles which serve as ballast to the Rambler.

At about half-past eight we stepped out of the train at
Dent station into an air of tingling crystal. Down the
dale we went, stopping for second breakfast, or first lunch,
by one of the prettiest bits of its beautiful beck. What
though our food had acquired a lurking and subtle
bouquet of rubber solution from the interior of that same
new sack-we cared not !

Leaving the road and taking to the moor we rose
quickly towards the top of Gragreth, on whose ridge
stands the County Stone marking the junction of York-
shire, Lancashire and Westmorland.

In the valleys Spring's first delicate traces were just
bcginning to show, but Winter lingered on the high
ground. On we went, now over bents and ling, now
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plunging through snow drifts, to Gragreth's top. The
air had that curious thin keenness so noticeable to town-
spoiled lungs and its bracing stimulus sent us along at a
rare pace. Eyes so long cramped by narrow bounds of
bricks and mortar gratefully scanned the familiar wind-
swept expanse. Spirits were high and the stir of Spring
was in our blood.

From Gragreth we crossed Kingsdalehead in a gradually
warming air to Whernside, and from the highest point
of its long whaleback raced down to Ribblehead. Then
a sturdy trudge down the road in a beautiful clear twilight
brought us to Horton with just time to catch our train.

There seems little in such a simply spent day of about
twenty miles of cross-country walking to single it out for
golden remembrance I yet the sun and the wind-
that cool, sweet breath of the hills which never fails to
bring content to their lover-so subtly wrought upon one
and all that to this day each man treasures the memory
as of a time u'hen the Gods gave out happiness without
stint.

In the earliest days of the Club the 'three peak walk'
loomed large. To tread the round of Ingleborough,
Whernside and Penyghent was distinctly a thing Jo be
done, and a rare good walk it is. But in time it got
hackneyed and some of us, growing blas6, cast about for
variety and extension. To this end, one week-end in
August, rB93 (the years of that period seem now to have
had a vastly greater number of week-ends than do these
later ones !) three members foregathered at Kirkby
Malham, and on a misty morning set forth at 6-15, hoping
to sleep that night at Dent after walking over Fountains
Fell and Gragreth in addition to the traditional trio.

As we passed through Malham and by the Cove the
mists hung dense around us to the top of the hill. Malham
Tarn gleamed faintly, mirage-like, then more clearly, until
by the time the curious, tarn-besprinkled top of
Fountains Fell was reached the sun had conquered and
with the brightness came serenity, for with good weather
u'e had no doubt of the issue of the day.

By this time we had got well into our stride and
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swung rapidly across Silverdalehead to the summit of

Penyghent.^ -i1"" 
gi.tious purple bloom of the heather-then at the

h";;i'ot itt ,pl".tdoot--clothing the flanks of our old

ftiJ"a Ingleborough drew us straight across country to

its ho.t"yJd f.agrattce. So straight, indeed' in our eager-

,r".r, tt tt the e-xistence of the Rittte was forgotten until

*. d."* near its bank and a fordable place had to be

found.-- 
O"ti"g the crossing, a sharp stone cut into a bare foot

and in tte ensuing ,ir,tggl" tt recover balance a pair of

ttri""if*t slippedfrom-t"he hand of a whirling arm and

aat"tiU"a a patabola ending in a splash' They were

'marked do*n ' but when the spot was reached they had

d;;;;;;;. weightv thoush thev were the rapid

,tr""- had carried itre* om' One was soon found' but

A;-j;r inspired by its recoiery.was short-lived and

S;"ai"ily gt r" plt"" in the mind of its owner to gloomy

iiriot, fi u jo"."ey home shod in- a hobnailed boot

rna " 
carpet slipper-bortowed from the nearest inn-two

;i"t t;t'y down'the dale' For nearly an hour we three

;hiiiy *.;tals patrolled the stream in search of the lost

boot, tttd intimate acquaintance with almost every stone

in l'.ottriaerable length of its bed was acquired before

th" boot was found' Dreary forebodings were- now

A.-pJt"i and when one good feilow' emphasising a feeble

;r"*;i iriumph with a flourish of the arm which upset

ilir lq"ifiUtirr*, dropp"d bodily into the stream' our normal

o,r1-aoo, condition ti "ttt"g"tterate 
mirth was completely

restored, and as soon as we had fitted him up with dry

ond"t.lothing from the contents of our sacks we were

afoot again.
Frori Ingleborough's cairn to the t9l of -Whernside 

is

the least iiterestinf part of the walk and we did not

lineer over it. F.o*"*h"tnside's highest point we trotted

doin to Kingsdalehead hoping to get to the top ot

a"r;;;J befoie the menace of an impending storm could

i" li,fnff"a. But just that one thing was denied us'
--eftft""gtt fairly weather-seasoned and not easily

d.;;;; f,y the eLments the torrential downpour which
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now commenced and in five minutes wetted us to the skin
was beyond a jest. Darkness too came with the mist
and rain, effectually blotting out the landscape; so on
reaching the road we of compulsion set our faces towards
Dent and fought our way as fast as we could lay foot to
ground through as wild a storm of wind and rain as the
writer ever faced.

By the time the hospitable doors of the , Sun' had
admitted us it would have been difficult to match our
drenched and miry condition, but neither that nor our
thirteen and a half hours' tramp damped our high
spirits. The clothes lent by the good folk of the house
made us feel but puny creatures compared with the
stalwart men of the dales. The picture of three oddly
garbed figures variously disposed on six chairs rises at the
recollection of the evening closing a day marked with a
white stone for remembrance of its full content and good
fellowship.

One more outstanding day of simple pleasure before
these lines end.

Four men of the Club wandered far and wide in
Lakeland during twelve days of wet, wetter and wettest
weather in r894. The thirteenth d"y, which by
superstitious canon ought to have f.ar exceeded its
predecessors in spitefulness, dawned briiliantly clear.
The wind was in the north, the air of that transcendent
clearness which so often follows-and precedes-heavy
rain, and that land of happiest memories looked its
loveliest and best.

It was the first fine morning since our arrival at
Wasdale Head where we had fumed in impatient
discontent for several days; the misty lid of that pipkin
had never lifted noi had the rain ceased during that time.

We went first to the Pillar Fell : by the aid of Prior's
little Guide and its diagram we found the easy way up
the Pillar Rock and managed to get up and down safely

-thorlgh 
how long we spent over it is best left untold.

We were just beginning the transition period and
thought no little of the feat.

Thence away eastward over Looking Stead and Kirk
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Fell to Great Gable. What a day, and what a view
from that finest vantage ground in Lakeland ! And
there we lingered long to let memory gather food for
cheer on duller days, the air like wine and in our ears the
music of the flooded streams rising to us from the valley
and the channelled slopes beyond. So long we stayed
that only late evening saw us descend Rossett Ghyll into
Langdale.

Such is the tale, inadequately told, but understandable
enough to those lovers of the hills whose affection is not
a cramped thing. They were days whose memories are
cherished not for any one reason alone-all good things
combined to make their excellence-but if for one thing
more than another they deserve remembrance it is for the
sake of the men who shared them. The friendships of
those ea.rly days are still intact and rank high among
the things that sweeten life.

Since those days of small beginnings increased
knowledge of the high places of the earth has shown
other and more adventurous joys. The crags and the
snows at home and abroad have claimed their share of
homage and have given that gladness which is the reward
of the true worshipper, whilst days and nights have been
spent in exploring the caves and pot-holes which honey-
comb our Yorkshire fells. There have been days of higher
achievement and keener excitement than those here
recorded; other days when foul weather and difficult
climbing have combined to test our manhood ; and, yet
again, days of defeat. But all things that the hills give
are good and all their memories are excellent, and it is
not unfitting that some of the simpler joys should find a
place in the records of a Club so cathoiic in spirit as our
own, a Club, moreover, which owes its existence, largely,
to the desire of union felt by men who understood well
the goodliness of such rovings afield.
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FURTHER EXPLORATIONS IN
GAPING GHYLL HOL}'.

Bv A. E. HonN.

After the descent made by members of the Club in
1896, no further exploration of this pot-hole \r'as
attempted until r9o3.

On that occasion, Booth and Parsons followed a
branch of the main S.E. passage, from which, alter a
crawl of two hours' duration, they re-entered the main
cavern by an opening about 3o feet up the boulder slope
at the eastern end, this opening having until that time
remained unobserved from the cavern.

The next visit to Gaping Ghyll was paid in July, r9o5,
and was mainly undertaken for the sport of the thing.
Rope ladders \e'ere used and the descent was made by the
main hole. In the course of our wanderings, however,
Booth, Parsons and the rvriter discovered a branch
opening out of the passage from which the Main Chamber
had been re-entered in r9o3. It commenced in a hori-
zontal bedding plane, by a low unpromising slit and soon
gave access to a more roomy passage, whence by an
upward rn'riggle through an opening in the right wall we
entered a long narrow cave running approximately N.W.
and S.E. At the N.N.W. end of this cave extends a
narrow water-logged fissure some 6o to 7o feet in length,
bearing in the direction of the main hole. The passage

out of the cave at its southern end becomes higher
and more tunnel-shaped, not unlike the Cellar Gallery
in Clapham Cave, bending first S.E. then S.W. until
it enters, at right angles, another passage of similar
character which runs S.E. and N.W. This point, some
25o yards from the main chamber, was called the
" T " junction. The party here divided, Booth
following the S.E. and Parsons the N.W. branch. Both
returned within a few minutes and reported that they
had entered more caves and there were no signs of an end
to the passages. A strong draught frorn the N.W.

Photo by C. A. Ilill.

GAPING GIIYt,I, IIOt,Ii.
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branch induced us to try that direction first, and in a
short time we entered, by a rapid descent, a spacious but
not very lofty cave with two passages leading from it,
Of these, one running S.W. in an upward direction opens
into a vast hall with a fissured roof. After a descent to
the lowest point of the floor a steep clay slope of about
45 feet leads to a low opening close to the roof;
creeping through this, along a low sandy passage, another
chamber was entered. A large displaced stalactite---:
apparently dislodged by some earth movement-was
passed on our right, and proceeding down a short steep
slope to the S.W. we reached a stalactite chamber.

The N. end of this chamber is extremely beautiful.
The roof is covered with countless numbers of tubular
stalactites varying from a few inches to several feet in
length, and has the appearance of a shower of rain sudden-
ly frozen; there are also some very fine stalagmite groups.

Many of the smaller stalactites are bent, mainly in
a southerly direction, into most fantastic forms-probably
the result of the prevailing air current.

From this point, by a number of short turns, we
entered a large fissure some 45 feet in height, running
N.W. and S.E., its floor strewn with a chaotic mass
of fallen and unstably poised rocks over which we had to
proceed with care. From this fissure we emerged into a
very large chamber and upon what appeared to be a
platform of fallen rocks and silt. Immediately in front
was a steep clay slope leading to a mud pot-hole about 3o
feet deep; we traversed round it to the left and
descended to the floor of this, the largest chamber we
had yet entered. As we proceeded, a strong stream
flows into the chamber on the left coming from a lofty
passage perhaps 6o feet up the S. wall, and the water
disappears in a N.W. direction behind a great block of
detached rock, some zo f.eet long, which is one of the
features of the chamber. Lack of time prevented our
going further as we were 5oo yards from the main hole.
Enough had been seen, however, to convince us that a
new era in the exploration of Gaping Ghyll had
commenced, and that a larger and better equipped party
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was absolutelv necessary before the exploration and survey
of this immense area could be attempted. Therefore, we
rapidly retraced our steps to the main hole and climbed
the ladder to the surface.

As the result of this discovery there assembled at
Clapham on June znd, 19o6, the largest party of Club
members which has ever been got together for serious
work. The weather was fine, but unfortunately during the
preceding week or two there had been almost unprece-
dented floods in the underground streams of the district,
and a great amount of water was going down the hole.

Fell Beck became an object of the greatest solicitude,
and an abatement of half-an-inch of water a matter of
general rejoicing.

The jib had been fixed as on previous occasions, over
the direct shaft, for descent by means of the windlass,
and rope ladders had also been put down the main shaft.
It u'as hoped with both methods of descent available, a
large number of men would be got down with some
saving of time. As the men arrived they descended
twenty or thirty feet on the ladders, and required no more
evidence of the impossibility of proceeding further, the
water and spray cutting off all view of the shaft.

For the purpose of turning Fell Beck through the
lateral passage into the direct shaft, dams were construct-
ed, but on account of the fissured condition of the
stream bed, the task was not easy. More than once,
portions of the stream were induced to enter likely courses
down which they disappeared and eventually, by doing
many most unlikely things, the greater part of the water
was diverted, leaving the main hole to drain clear.

The convenience of camping on the spot is now
fully recognised and som€ sixteen men slept under canvas,
and the camp was a scene of considerable anim-
ation. In the evening, when the party, wrapped in many-
coloured blankets, encircled the camp fire, and bayed the
moon, it was decidedly picturesque. In the broad sun-
light when the mud-stained clothes, relics of former
expeditions, were scattered abroad, one could hardly have
blamed the grass for refusing to grow.

FuttherExt'lorationsinGofingGhyllHole.2o5

On turning in for the night 9t* man produced

from what is now t t'i""tt "itt""tt' .a 
new species of

lantern with a """ar"'i'Ji^"Jti;; 
itT. the bottom' The

candle d.ropped g'"u'""uil'"o""""hit pillo*' then projected

itself into his eve, ;.il tht +ti "f -th" 
party vainly

'ff;*;;;i'Ltl in"r' JJ"pi"g bags in the dark' our

friend suggested '" ;";;;iion" thai we had been saved

the trouble or g"ttfi "i it ur"* out the light' We

congratulated him o""f i' automatic lantern' and rvooed

.l"ei in the resultant chaos'

itping Ghyll kept-uf 
-iit-*"t".'-gates for another full

day, and not until trt" tf,iJ day of our visit was it possible

to make t a"'"""t] 
""Si*-*"" 

then went down the

ladders and the *o'tt of exploration commenced'

To anyone in need of healthy exercise and possessed of

a cheerful and patieit iitp*itil" I 
lecommend 

a descent

and subsequ"rr, ,r""nt of i5o feet of rope ladder' accom-

panied bv the '"*;i;';f;-itai'"tt"iwaterfall: 
but to

others, an electric lift ;;; "id 
to 

""d"tground 
exploration

the rope ladder is l"u"loaUle' but as- a souirming coil of

unmanageabl" "*d;;;;t 
ii '*"*ut"' 

its distant relative

the snake, ."a rtu'*lt;'il'ptt*tuitr ineratitude' The

unwillingner, *itn Jt'irt- it io"' down a iot-hole is only

equalled by its a"'i)" tt"ttv"t'hJ,"' The rungs catch on

even the shadow ";"";;j;tio" -a detach loose rocks

with calcultt"d ;#;i;i';l Trust vourself to this

sinuous monster Jl;;;;^;;" are 'goine strong' it will

deliberately ,*i"g''o""a "od 
bt"g you igaintt the wall

or crush yoo' fi"g"'"' b"t*""" itself and the rocks'

Telephonic ""**"""i"tti* 
established and provisions

lowered, th" p"'d;i;;;' 
-Booth' 

Parsons and the writer

to commenc" tr'"t"iptJ''"-tio"' gott"till and Hastings for

survey tnd photog"#p'iyl *r'iitt Williamson remained at

the telePhone'
Customdoesnotstalethismagnificent'.h"*|^"-1:

Gaping Chyff may-w"it- t" reckoned one of the unrque

sights of these 
"i'tt"at; 

on this occasion it was more

impressive ttt"n ""'ul' 
The masses of water dropping

through it were ;;;;';t in"y t"tt into fantastic festoons

of spray, ttt'o"gti *t'ich bursting shells of water were

continualiY flung'
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Incessant, but strangely varied sounds echo through
the chamber in rhythmic pulsations. Gusts of moisture-
charged air strike one. The wet, dimly-lighted walls rise
into blackness, with great projecting forms of rock
encircling the opening down which the daylight falls to be
swallowed up in the boulder-strewn pool at the foot of
the shaft.

Everything tends to awe the spectator. Alone- in
these weird surroundings he can, through the roar and
echo of the water, imagine voices calling across the
dark spaces, peopling them with spirits of the underworld.

There were many evidences that the chamber had been
heavily flooded recently. A stake was found about 4oft.
up the western debris-slope and recognised by two of the
party as having been thrown down in r9o3. A large fissure
in the south wall was now more exposed and could be

entered for z3 feet. The silt which in r9o3 was more or
less evenly distributed over the floor is now collected into
a great broad bank, in places 5 feet thick, across the
west end of the chamber, leaving the floor strewn with
loose stones and boulders, and the channels at the foot of
the S. wall were much more deeply cut.

We next turned our attention to the new passage and
very soon reached the point, since called the 'Stream
Chamber,'which terminated the exploration made in r9o5.

Hastings was left in the large stalactite chamber
engaged in photography; Botterill, who was making a
route survey, staying with him.

From the Stream Chamber, still following the same
general direction (N.W.) we entered upon a series of
chambers and passages in bewildering succession.

They contained the finest specimens of stalactite
formation that Gaping Ghyll had yet permitted us to see,

pure brilliant white in every variety of form; pendant
groups at the intersection of the arches; broad, delicately
tinted leaf forms ; clustered columns, and stalagmites six
inches in diameter rising in some cases to a height of 3f
feet. In some places the walls were covered with an ice-
like film and a tracery of white veins; in others, the edges

of the arches were outlined by a fringe of pure white.

Further Erplorations i'n Gaping Ghyll Hole' 2o7

The going now became somewhat difficult' our route

leading through u"'iiJ-nttures with--..wedged boulders

between which it was necessary to wriggle' I"' t.":l
places one is apt to complain ie-cause all the joints tn

the human body are;";;th" bail-and-socket principle'

Contending with these diffrculties we proceeded until our

;;;;;;';?p'*"trv ui"'i"J uv a fineiringe of stalactites

which we did ""t ;ith 1o ft""tt through until it had'

at least, been photographed' \", 1"ie glad to 
'find

subsequently that th"e i'i"ge could be passed' yitho'ut

tri"ot--- 
-t e stalactites' one very remarkable tube

stalactite at least it r"" f""t long was found here, so

iJi""l"1rt"a it vibr;ted in response to the air waves set

in motion bY our voices'

A shortage of candles made a speedy return. to the

Stream Chamber ""t"tt"tyt 
there-we met the other two

members of the p;;;;d lnjoyed a genuine cave lunch'

ii"*tt itt"" "o"Ll"'iu"ly 
demonstrated that all courses'

including ,oop, "o-"iJ-'ut 
disposed of without either

etiquette o, ,,t""tiiJ- *ilft p"ti"ctly satisfactory results'

We then returned t ttt" main hole and the ladder was

;;;";;;" "ti*t"a 
to the surface' i

The following dav Fell Beck was again turned into the

main hole .na tt"" wi"atu" got- into working 
' 
order'

Booth the.t desce"ded the direcl shaft for some distance

below the point *h"t" the underground waterfall enters'

ii" 
'*p"""a 

tnui 
-'itttoogtt 

there was still a large

quantity of water s"i; a";"" this route was now quite

feasible.
The fine dry weather had unfortunately ""T"-::: 

t1'-",;

" ltrg" numblr of our men could stay no t"illTl^3ll

"-.tig.t 
them were several of the survevors and geologlsts

of the party who ft"J ""t had the oppo*unity of making

the descent.
As we were unable to make an earlv start it was

decided tr,'t tn" TJiio;s;;i{ should stav dorvn all

night, and arrange*"nt' were made ac-cordingly'

Provisions and other necessaries were taken on to the

Stream Chamberi a-"d 
-"l'e'ythittg 

prepared I3t the

night's work. i p"'ty coniisting of Booth' Parsons'
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Slingsby and Hastings (who undertook the photographic
work) started and made a more detailed examination of
the passages traversed on the previous day. They reached
a point about zo yards further than the stalactite fringe,
where the passage came to an end (Boo yards from the
Hole). After spending some time in photography they
returned to the Stream Chamber and followed the stream
upwards for about half-an-hour, Parsons reaching the end
after a very trying crawl through a vertical fissure which
terminated in a belfry chamber about 6o feet high.
Returning to the Stream Chamber, the water was followed
for a short distance along its northern exit from the
chamber, but it disappeared before long in the loose
blocks forming the floor. Another way was also found
leading back again into the Stream Chamber by way of
the mud pot.

On again arriving at the " T " junction, the party
started to explore the S.E. branch passage, about rzo
yards along which they entered a large chamber having
several exits; all were tried, and, excepting one leading
S.E., came to an end within a short distance. This S.E.
passage on being followed for about 6o yards entered
another passage at right angles to it, the S.S.E. branch of
which worked out to a dead end in zo yards, whilst that
to the N.N.W., about 4o yards long, terminated in a pot-
hole. Climbing down it for about 5o feet a large ledge
was reached, beyond which it was impossible to proceed
without the aid of more tackle. The depth of the
pot was estimated at r5o feet from the rocf, or roo feet
from the ledge. At this point two other passages were
noticed, but not explored.

Time flies in a very remarkable way during underground
exploration. Few men care to expose their watches to
the danger of mud and water, and guesses at the passing
hours are often found later to have been very wide of the
mark. The heavy man of the party had set his foot on
the clock intended for use below ground and reduced it
to a state of hopeless imbecility, so the night's proceedings
could not be very accurately timed.

On the surface a fire had been lighted near the windlass

I
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and Green and Robinson stayed up all night ready to
answer by telephone any call from below. It was four
o'clock tefot" the expected message came from
the explorers, who had thus spent a day and a night
working in alternately cramped and rough rock-strewn
pmrug".. The men in camp were then turned out and

the explorers raised to the surface.
Later in the day two ladies made the descent, and it was

peculiarly fitting that this, the second descent of Gaping

bttytt ly a lady, should be accomplished by Mrs' Alfred
Bairan,loilowed by Miss Slingsby, the one being the wife
of the then President of the Club, and the other the

daughter of its Ex-President. On the following day

Miss Booth and Mrs. Boyes made the descent.

The ladies are to be congratulated on their
courage in venturing upon what may be considered

a distinctly formidable undertaking. There are few ladies

who would care to be lowered on a rope down a 34o feet

shaft in semi-darkness, to be suddenly submerged in an

underground waterfall whilst spinning round in mid-air,
,orp".rd"d, according to an apt description, "like a spider

hanging from the inside of the dome of a large cathedral,"
and finally dropped into a pool of cold water amidst a
mass of rounded boulders'

They made the circuit of the cavern and examined the

entrance to the newly discovered passages before returning
to the surface, having evidently enjoyed the novelty of
their experiences.

The party was by now so far reduced in numbers that
it was impossible to attempt any further exploration, and

after some other members had availed themselves of the

opportunity of making the descent we commenced the

laborious work of bringing to the surface the remainder of

the stores, the ladders and telephone, and not until
rr p.m. was the last man-Parsons-at liberty to come

up.
The night was still and dark; with strained attention

ghostly figures stood at their posts awaiting Parsons'

signal, while the continuous, subdued roar of the water as

it fell into the chasm sounded in their ears. On such a
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night Gaping Ghyll has a personality and claims kinship
with the mountains. One recognizes the presence of a
restrained but gigantic natural force: in some measure as
when standing outside a mountain hut one sees the
morrow's peak-a black form looming barely distinguish-
able against the sky, and feels, in the-growing darkness,
overpowered by its immensity.

It was with a feeling of regret that we had to bring the
expedition to a close while so much remained to be done,
but the weather conditions of the previous week had
greatly hindered our work. The nexf two or three days
were spent in packing and transporting tackle and camp
equipment to Clapdale Farm.

The following is the list of those who made the
descent:-A. Barran and Mrs. Barran, W. Cecil Slingsby
and Miss Slingsby, Miss Booth, Ivlrs. Boyes, T. S. Booth,
F. Botterill, J. H. Buckley, R. A. Chadwick, S. W.
Cuttriss, C. Hastings, A. E. Horn, F. Horsell, G. L.
Hudson, W. Parsons, J. W. Puttrell, P. Robinson, W.
Simpson, and H. Williamson.

For the convenience of the expedition, C. Scriven
kindly lent tents and other necessaries of camping and
also had charge of the well-arranged commissariat, while
some other members brought their own tents.

Thanks are due to J. A. Green who had charge on the
surface for the whole time, and to other members who
though not making the descent, rendered assistance, viz.-
H. Brodrick, F. Constantine, Dr. A. R. Dwerryhouse,
C. A. Hill, F. Leach, G. T. Lowe, and Lewis Moore.
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GAPING GHYLL HOLE:
A VISIT FOR SURVEYING.

Bv J. H. Bucrr.ey.

I have been requested to furnish a short account of a
week-end visit by a small party on luly z\-zg, 19o6,
which was organised at short notice in the hope of
accomplishing, at all events, some portion of the survey
of the extensive system of new passages mentioned by Mr.
Horn in the preceding paper.

Many keen followers of the sport being away on
holidays, we rvere only able to muster nine men-Messrs.
Booth, Botterill, Chadwick, Constantine, Cuttriss,
Hastings, Horsell, Williamson, and the writer.

Owing to the uncertain state of the weather, the few
days previous to our visit were a somewhat anxious time
for the organisers. Telegrams and letters came at
frequent intervals reporting on that-to us-vital point,
the amount of water coming down Fell Beck.

sporting chance; the members of
By Thursday it appeared that we had at any rate awe

the party were hastily
notified, and an advance party of one-the writer-was
despatched on Friday afternoon with the usual mass nof
equipment, food, and other necessaries for the internal
and external comfort of the party.

Arrived at Clapham, the tackle was conveyed to
Clapdale Farm, and from there by sledge to the Hole,
piloted through a dense mist by our staunch adherent and
good friend Mr. Metcalfe of Clapdale; with his cheery
help our little tent was soon erected, a peat fire made,
water boiled, and all made 'ship-shape and Bristol

A frugal meal eaten, I turned in, and after a refreshing
sleep awoke next morning bright and early to find the
weather all that we could have desired.

The next man arrived at camp on Saturday afternoon
about half-past two, followed at intervals by the rest of
the party. We soon were engaged in the now familiar
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occupation of preparing the ladders for the descent, and
by six o'clock were, able to start our first man, Booth, on
his journey. Arrived at the Ledge, he was quickly
joined by Botterill. Their first task was the disentangling
of the confused heap of ladders which had lodged there.
These had to be turned over rung by rung until the end
was found ; only then was it possible to lower them again.
Foot by foot they were paid out, the muscular strain in-
creasing as the length grew, until the Ledge was cleared
and the middle released, when the whole 35o feet of
ladder straightened itself with a jerk.

Booth then continued his descent, carrying a rucksack
containing the telephone instrument and a supply of
candles. After his departure Botterill remained for some
time upon the Ledge, to forward the whistle signals
between top and bottom until the telephone wire was
lowered and connected. Williamson next descended to
the bottom, and was followed by Hastings, who relieved
Botterill on the Ledge.

The Ledge, rgo feet below the surface, is about 8 feet
broad by 16 feet long, its long axis sloping gradually
towards its edge. The middle of this space is largely
occupied by a pool of water deepening at the centre to
about B inches. The safest and most comfortable position
upon it is a recumbent one in a cleft on the left side
looking outwards. On this restricted space both men
spent some time in complete darkness, wetted by the
spray of the falling water and with only the companion-
ship of their fellows for the few brief minutes when a
man restild there on the journey down.

It is, however, sometimes necessary from various causes

to station a man at this point. To remain in such a
situation for any length of time is a task far from enviable,
but the good potholer is willing to stay in any position, ,

however uncomfortable, where his services are required.
It was now quite dark even at the top of the Hole and

the operations of the party working there were perforce
conducted mainly by sense of touch, inadequately aided
by the light of a few candles stuck in the ground here
and there; fortunately the night was calm or our

Gafing Ghytt Hole : a Visit /or Surveying' 2r3

diffrculties would have been increased' By half-past

eleven the last man reached the bottom, and it was after

midnight before the baggage was safely lowered down the

direct shaft.
The telephone connecting the surveying party- with the

upper .o.ld, which had been placed temporarily by the

.id" of the men in charge of the safety-line, was moved

into the writer's tent, a long-overdue supper was quickly

prepared, as quickly despatched, and peace soon reigned

supreme.
bo*n below, it was proposed that Cuttriss and

Hastings should survey from the Main Chamber to the

Junctio"n and that Botterill and Williamson should begin

ih"i. ,rr""rrrrements at the Junction and continue along

the S.E. passage. Booth went with the latter men to
lead the way, as he was the only member of the party

who had previously been over the ground'
The entrance to these passages is some 3o feet above

the floor of the Main Chamber, and immediately on

entering there is a descent of ro feet by a short slope'

The pa-ssage then continues fairly level until a rise of 4
feet is -ud" on entering through the ' Portcullis' into

what might well be called the 'Pool Chamber' ; at one end

of this L a pool of still water, which has been waded

through fo, stme 4o feet, when it becomes too narrow for

further progress. The 4 feet rise is neutralised by an

easy slope Gading downwards to the Junction, which is

about zo feet above the level of the Main Chamber and

distant from it zo7 yards. From this point the passage

continues almost level until, at an abrupt turn tb the left,

a rise of some tz leet in a distance of 4o feet is en-

countered. After scrambling over a boulder, a small

chamber is entered from which at first sight there appears

to be no exit. Some chalk marks made at Whitsuntide,
19o6, direct attention to a low passage which slopes

downwards some 5 feet but again rises zo f"eet as the 'pot-
hole' is entered. This entrance is about 47 feet above

the floor of the Main Chamber.
Descending a steep slope of mud for about z4 feet

bare rock is reached, which may easily be climbed down
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for another zo feet to a point 416 yards from the Main
Chamber and some 3 feet above its floor level.

Booth put on the rope and climbed about zo feet further
down a steep water channel and reported that below the
sides became vertical. He estimated the depth, by
dropping stones, to be an additional 6o feet.

As this was a surveying party only, no further attempt
was made to explore the pot-hole, this being left for
a future expedition. It is hoped that the exploration of
the new passages, which must exist to carry the water
from the bottom of the pot-hole, will lead to further
discoveries.

If the figures given prove correct the depth (4zz feet
from the surface) that will be attained by the descent of this
pot-hole will be the lowest level yet reached in the ex-
ploration of Gaping Ghyll.

Skirting the slope above the shaft the party went
forward, still to the S.E., the last ro feet being a steep
ascent over clay and boulders. The pa.ssage then entered
is about four feet wide, evidently a continuation of the
rift of the pot, and is partially floored by clay and bouiders.
Earth and stones dislodged by the party fell through a gap
in the floor into the depths beneath. Special care should
be exercised when passing this point, as there is little
doubt that the whole floor is unstable. From here
surveying was continued for zoo yards, and the party
passed through a number of large and lofty chambers
containing numerous fine stalactites, until, 624 yards
from the Main Chamber, a small chamber whose floor
was covered with deposits of stalagmite was reached from
which they could find no exit. The surveyors had ascend-
ed steadily but surely after passing the pot-hole. All
passages hereabouts have at one time carried large streams
to the pot-hole, which enhances its possible vaiue as the
starting point of new explorations. A reference to the
plan will give a better idea of the places passed than can
be conveyed in words.

On returning, this party rejoined Cuttriss and Hastings,
rn'ho after finishing their allotted survey had followed
them as far as the pot-hole. Leaving a rope and a
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box of candles the united party retraced their steps to
the Main Chamber, to find, instead of the dim candle-light
left there, the weird grey light of dawn stealing into the
great cavern.

At half-past five the writer was awakened from his
peaceful slumbers by the tinkle of the telephone bell, and
Cuttriss' voice .announced the party's safe return from
their all-night wanderings. I quickly roused the other
sleepers, and the first man was soon on his'way up from
below, but it was not until after mid-day that the ladders
were hauled out and all was cleared.

The survey shews that the furthest point reached-
624 yards from the Main Chamber-is under the E. side
of the dry valley which continues upwards from the
top of Trow Gill. The pot-hole 4t6 yards from the Main
Chamber is in the neighbourhood of the dry surface pot
shewn on the Six-inch Ordnance Survey Map and
numbered P4 in Dr. Dwerryhouse's Map.*

As the chronicler of the work accomplished by this
expedition, I am indebted for the account of the happen-
ings below-ground to those members of the party who
shared them. My appointed task on the surface
precluded me from going below on this occasion and
enabled me to requite in some measure those self-denying
men who have so ably and cheerfully controlled my
descent and accelerated my ascent during other expeditions.

* Proceedings of the Yorkshire Geological Society,
Vol. XV., Part Il.' lacing P. z5z,
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THE NORTH.WEST CLIMB-PILLAR ROCK.

By Fnnl Borr:enrn.
We have made it our rule for some years to spend

Whitsuntide somewhere amongst the Lakeland Fells
and Whit-week, r9o5, found us at Wasdale Head with
a large party, but owing to a Man-hunt on Row Fell, a
day on the Pillar, and another on Great Gable, it was not
until the Thursday that I was able to carry out a project
that had been in my mind for quite a year, that being
to explore the magnificent faces of the Pillar Rock
between the North Climb and the Old West Climb.

Williamson, usually the second man in our party, was
not climbing that year. Others had returned home and
our party had dwindled down to two-W. Palmer and the
writer. On the Thursday we arrived on The Terrace,
the broad grass ledge lr'hich runs round the Pillar Rock
from Walker's Gulll' to the Waterfall in the Western
Gully at a height of about z,ooo feet above sea level.
We walked round to the Waterfall and returned for 3o
yards to a huge slab of rock leaning against the face;
this appeared to offer the least resistance to our ascent
and we roped up and started at r-r5 p.m. We had with
us two Bo-feet lengths of rope and some sandwiches,
the latter as provision for a lengthy siege.

Just after starting we entered a series of short chimneys
divided by grass ledges affording excellent resting places.
These chimneys, however, soon ended and we traversed to
the right; but although the traverse was easy enough the
rocks above resisted all our efforts to scale them, so
returning we tried the way to the left over what was then
a very awkward stomach-traverse, where we had to rely
for hold upon the friction our waistcoats provided.
This traverse led us to the foot of a chimney 4o feet in
height, in the middle part of which back and knees were
used. The top of the 4o feet chimney brought us out
on the ar6te of the Buttress where, upon the left hand,
we could look down a vertical wall on to the Terrace.
The ardte afforded scrambling similar to that on the

Pioto by L. J. Olfenheimer.

'rHE PtI-l.AR ltocti, Ijl{oNt'ilIti Nott'fil,
Srrrirvrr'; lilr: \,,riril \Vl\I ( ! trilri
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Arrowhead Ridge, and at 2-3o p.m. we arrived on the
top of the Buttress, a fairly large place with " ample floor
space"-s5 the estate agents say. Here we had our lunch
and built a cairn which can easily be seen from the
eastern end of the Terrace.

Surveying the rocks above uS, it required little
consideration to decide there \\,'as no way for us to
the top of the Low Man on our right; but to the left,
which looked more broken, there might be a way, there-
fore at 2-5o p.m. we quitted the Buttress and walking over
sloping slabs reached a short grass-grown chimney,
after partly ascending which we strode to the left on to a
ledge where we erected a second cairn. This second
cairn is just above the one we built on the Buttress and
can easily be seen from it. Here we manufactured
a 'belay' by chipping the rock, but a natural hitch has since
been found quite in the corner of the ledge. \Are looked
above us with a view to a direct ascent, but the rock at
this point appeared hardly trustworthy so the leader
ad.vanced to the edge of the ledge, passed out of sight
round the corner to the left, traversed ten feet or so,

and then proceeded upwards to two V-shaped corners,
one above the other. Reaching the higher one of these,
which we called " Le Coin," a fine grass ledge could be
seen 20 feet above us; but the walls of " Le Coi,n"-in its
angle at all events-were quite smooth: a shoulder would
have been welcome here, but it was not the sort of place
for the other man in a party of two. On the right hand
the rocks were more broken, and it was on that side we
eventually succeeded in attaining the next ledge where we
found a fine belaying-pin which should ensure safety to
all except the leaders of future parties. We then
scrambled easily on to another ledge a few feet higher,
where there was another useful belaying-pin, though this
one was cracked horizontally across. At first I was afraid
of trusting to it on this account, but it withstood all my
efforts to break it and on our subsequent attempts on this
climb it was curious to note how each new man declared the
pin unsafe, and yet it withstood all efforts to dislodge it.*

* This pin has since been thrown down
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Now looking up from the 'Second Belay Ledge,'we had,
immediately above us, a poorly defined .tri-""y which I
believed would not go. Throughout this first attempt it
was interesting to note how Palmer, who was on the Rock
for the first time, declared easy things to be diffrcult, and
rocks quite impossible he pronounced easy. There is
little doubt that one of the benefits derived from
experience on the rocks of any district is a faculty for
judging from careful observation whether given rocks
there are easy or difftcult. On the right of the poorly
defined chimney was one, much better marked, which
we called the 'V' Chimney because of its resemblance
to the one on Almescliff Crag so familiar to many
Yorkshire Ramblers. Palmer thought I ought to ascend
this, but seeing that its continuity was broken and it did
not seem to lead to any practicable route, I demurred.
Palmer therefore asked permission to lead up it. He
climbed it splendidly and, stopping on a small ledge,
invited me to join him. I found the chimney very
difficult, and the ledge it led to hemmed in by over-
hanging rocks. We therefore descended, Palmer coming
down last, to the Second Belay Ledge, and after a short
rest I made one last attempt to find a route by traversing
again to the left.

Immediately above the Second Belay Ledge is another
small ledge, also with belay, rn'hich may well be called the
'Third Belay Ledge,' and it was from this ledge we
traversed to the left. At the time this traverse seemed
very diffrcult, but on subsequent ascents it naturally
became, or seemed to become, easier. After traversing a
few feet we were able to ascend some 20 feet from this
point, and, although it seemed quite possible to go still
another zo feet higher, making in all 4o feet from the
traverse, beyond that point progress seemed impossible.
It never occurreld to us that we might traverse back to
the right again to a point above the Third Belay Ledge,
though this has since proved to be the solution of the
difficulty. At 5-45 p.m., being rather fatigued with our
4] hours of hard work we mutually decided to abandon
the climb and commence the descent.
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Now I have always maintained that providing one has
previously ascended rocks well within one's powers, the
descent (within a reasonable time, of course) should be,
even with the added fatigue of the ascent, slightly easier.
There is, however, and alrn'ays will be to those climbers
who do not accustom themselves to descending their
climbs, a moral reluctance to overcome, amounting almost
to a fear of descending. Experience in descending will,
in time, dispel this reluctance, until the climber will be
able to descend in the afternoon with equal facility a
route he has ascended in the morning-providing he has
not passed that imaginary line which separates the
diffrcult from the risky.

There is one instance, however, in rock-climbing where
the ascent will be found less diffrcult than the descent,
and that is, where the climber passes from a very poor
and insecure hold to a perfect one. In descending such a
place the climber will have to pass from a good hold to a
poor one, which most men will admit is a more diffrcult
thing to do.

In this particular instance we found the descent no
exception to the rule suggested above, although previous
experience in descending was of infinite value to us, and
by 6-3o p.m. we had reached the second cairn ledge just
above the Buttress, and by 7-3o p.m. the Terrace at the
foot of the climb, atter 6l hours of arduous but most
enjoyable scrambling.

In comparing notes with Mr. L. J. Oppenheimer at the
hotel that evening we found we had been within a few
feet of the foot of a chimney which he had descended
some time before, and it was this news which persuaded
us to go again to the Rock on Saturdal', June r7th, rgo5.
On this occasion our party was augmented by another
member, D.. J. H. Taylor, of Manchester, while Mr.
Oppenheimer with five of his friends very kindly arranged
to go to the top of the Low Man to point out to us from
above the chimney they had discovered.

We reached the second cairn ledge v'ithout effort ; but
at that point the rain, which had been threatening for
some time, commenced to fall and the surface of the rocks
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became coated with a thin film of slippery mud. I
tried for some 15 minutes to get out of " Le Coi,n " but
had to ask Palmer to come along to give me a shoulder.
Instead of doing so, however, Palmer led up with
miraculous ease and reached the First Belay Ledge, where
we joined him. The party on the Low Man having
lowered a rope from the top of their chimney, we
ascended to the Second Belay Ledge and were able to
touch the rope which came down the ill-defined chimney
to the left of the 'V' chimney.

I was about to traverse round the corner to the left, the
route I had previously thought would go, when Palmer
suggested that it v'ould be more sporting to go straight to
the top without deviating. I thought the ill-defined
chimney would not go and said I should not care to lead
up it. Palmer however wished to attempt it and against
my judgment I consented, on condition that he attached
himself to the rope lowered by the Low Man party.
Palmer climbed bravely and arrived at a belaying-pin on
a ledge where he asked me to join him. This ledge is
narrow and it is only possible to stand upon it, but the pin
is an unusually good one. Having reached Palmer
I tried the part beyond, but with all my best efforts it
would not go. Palmer, however, was still confident, but
in spite of strenuous effort he failed and was hauled to
the foot of Oppenheimer's Chimney. I did not attempt to
climb this part, but, putting on another rope, allowed
myself to be hauled up. When it came to Dr. Taylor's
turn I shouted down to him to try the traverse to the left,
the way I still thought might go. Dr. Taylor attached
himself to the rope of the Low Man party, traversed to
the left and, traversing back to the right when about on a
level with the Chimney Ledge, came up without any
trouble. Dr. Taylor had found the correct route.
Nothing now separated us from the Low Man but
Oppenheimer's Chimney, a short overhanging one with a
projecting chockstone. Palmer went first, I followed,
then Dr. Taylor, each finding the chimney fairly difRcult,
although of the kind one would think little of at the
conlmencement of a climb.

I

rl
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We determined to try the whole climb again as soon as

oooortunitv offered, bot the fates were unwiiling before

\#ilrr;;;ii", tq"6, *lten H. williamson and I reluctantlv

tore ourselves away from the exploring party at Gaping

Ghvll to ioin Messrs' Oppenheimer' Taylor and my

ur"li"t- ",' Wasdale Hetd' We arrived there on

*"J""ta"y evening, after a day's scrambling on Pavey

A.k;ith J uay "lill,b"t 
of undoubted skill on rocks' and

found ours"lrres in excellent condition' thanks mainly to

;;;;; 
"*er.ire 

on the rope-lad'ders at Gaping.Ghvlt' r ,

Before venturing on our climb it was thought advlsaDle

that the members of the party should spend the day

i.S",tt* on rocks of some known diffrculty'

On Thursd ay, 7th June, therefore' we ascended the

eugi"', Nest Ridge Ui tn" 'd'iffrcult way'' -It was then

J"riruUf" to test lhe i"scend,i,ng powers of the party lest

it might be necessary again to- descend the Pillar climb'

and for this test *" tnoJ" the Arrowhead Ridge 'difficult

$.ay.'
The weather on the morning of Friday' Bth l-une' 19o6'

was aS fine as one could lvish for, but untortunately

Wittiurr,.o.t was obliged to return home' Great Gable

l;k;h;ry, foretellirig another hot day' Our opportunity

it"J ", last arrived ind with joy we packed up our

sandwiches and roPes'

There were many parties on the Pillar that day'

i""i"Ji"g Gaspard, tire'Wasdale guide' who was going up

with his " Monsieur " to do a climb' At rz-25 p'm' the

foot of the climb was reached and it was decided to go

over the easY Part in two Parties'
'We soon reached our former stomach-traverse' and

bv keepine a little lower down we found to our

;J,";jJ;;t lt- Jim"ultv gone; it was merelv three

,tia", across. This pluce t" renamed the 'Three

!i"p.-tt*erse.' 
. 
Then came the 4o feet chimney where

the two partles lotned together, and shortly afterwards the

Buttress, where we built u hog" cairn-labour in vain as we

were shortlY to find out'
We passed the second

without effort, and then we
cairn and " Le Qoin"

all gathered together before
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attacking the difficulty. The leader went round to the
left and advanced steadily, at first easily, and then with
greater effort until opposite a suitable traverse. This
traverse was found to be extremely difficult and when
accomplished, alas ! was found to lead to the belay where
Palmer and I had rested the year previously and und.er the
part up which we were hauled.

There was nothing for it but to traverse back again and
try higher. The climb was then continued upwards until
a small grass ledge was reached, where the leader rested.
This grass ledge was g feet too high, so, after descending,
the correct traverse to the right was reached from which
the leader could see the Chimney Ledge. This traverse
was found difficult, being grass-grown, and although the
leader spent ten minutes trying to unearth new holds none
were discovered.

From the traverse a pull-up on to a narrow grass ledge
ended that difficulty-but it was the greatest difftculty of
the whole climb.

When the top of the climb was reached the leader
cleared away some loose stones; a rather large one
bounded out and, without touching anywhere, struck
the apex of the cairn on the Buttress, scattering it in
all directions. Perhaps the next party to visit the Buttress
will rebuild it.

Thus finished one of the best, and, together with the
climb from the Low Man to the High Man, one of the
longest rock-climbs I have enjoyed in the Lake District.
It will not interest the reader to know of our dinner and
conversation in the hotel that evening, but these little
things are dear to the heart of the climber, and June Bth,
19o6, will stand out as a happy day in the recollection of
all who took part in the first ascent of the North-West
Climb of the Pillar Rock.

[An account of the second ascent of this climb by a party of four,
on August z3rd, appeared inthe Manchcster Guardian of October z6th,
19o6 -Eo.l
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LIMESTONE CAVERNS AND POT.HOLES AND
THEIR MODE OF ORIGIN.

Bv Anr:uun R. DwennvHousE, D.Sc., F.G.S.

As the Club has made a speciality of Cave Exploration
and has .in the vicinity of its head-quarters so many
magnificent examples of limestone caverns, it has been
thought that some account of their mode of origin may
not be out of place in the Journal.

'Accordingly the Editor has asked me to express briefly
my views on the subject, and this I willingly do,
although some of my ideas are yet in a crude and
incomplete condition; because I hope that by these lines
many of our working members may be induced to apply
my theories to caves with which they are familiar as well
as to others which they may visit in the future, and
where necessary add to or amend them.

'We can have no doubt that, in the first instance, caves
in limestone rocks are due to the fact that water
containing carbonic acid in solution is capable of uniting
with the substance of the limestone (caleium carbonate)
to form a soluble body. The natural result of the
formation of this soluble compound is the transport
of limestone substance from one place to another at a
lower level.

The form which is taken by the cavity produced by
this removal of matter depends upon the physical
condition of the limestone, both as regards its texture
and the nature of its jointing. Thus we may contrast
the action of natural waters upon two limestones of
widely different texture, as for example the Chalk of the
Wolds, and the Carboniferous Limestone of the
Yorkshire Dales.

The former possesses a highly porous texture, and
consequently rain falling upon its surface is immediately
absorbed and rapidly becomes saturated with calcium
carbonate, with which -it is thus brought into intimate
contact. Here, then, the water becomes saturated after
passing through at most a few feet of strata, and
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consequently its solvent action is confined to the upper
layers of the rock. The result is the general lowering of
the land surface, but no caves are produced.

The Carboniferous Limestone on the other hand is
usually a highly crystalline and quite impervious rock.
Water which falls upon its surface rapidly flows off until
it reaches some crack or fissure, down which it falls.

In flowing over the 'surface the water doubtless
dissolves more or less of the limestone,. as is evidenced by
the flutings which are so characteristic of the surfaces of
limestone " clints," but it is certain that in most instances
it enters the cracks and fissures in an unsaturated
condition, and is consequently capable of eating its way
through the mass of the rock by further solution.

It appears to me that the form of a cave will in the
first place depend upon the nature and direction of the
various cracks to which its inception is due.

The two principal classes of cracks in the Carboniferous
Limestone are those which are approximately vertical and
those which approach horizontality. The former include
" joints " and " faults," while the latter are the original
planes of deposition technically known as bedding planes.
Of course the bedding planes sometimes approach
verticality in highly disturbed districts, but it is not my
intention in the present note to discuss these
complicated cases.

The joints appear to be the result of a contraction
of the limestone, probably due to the drying and
hardening of what was originally a calcareous mud.
Whatever their origin these joints play a most important
part in cave formation, and it is to their direction and
relative persistency that the various types are due.

There are usually two sets of joints approximately at
right angles to each other, and together with the bedding
planes they divide the limestone into cuboidal masses.
Usually one set of joints is more persistent than the
other, and these we will call the " master joints." The
simplest type of cave is produced when the direction of
the master joints corresponds to that of the dip of the
bedding planes. In this case a long straight tunnel is
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produced, which may keep to the same bed of limestone
throughout or may from time to time pass to a lower level
by way of a secondary joint, subsequently resuming its
original direction along a master joint. When the
master joints do not coincide in direction with the dip of
the beds or where there is no possible outlet in that
direction the matter is more complicated, both " master "
and " secondary " joints now come into play not only as
regards changes of level in the roof of the cave, but also
changes of direction. An underground stream may
follgw a master joint for some distance and then turn at
right angles along a secondary, again fall into a master
joint, and so on, producing a series of. zig-zags.

The most common type is the long, narrow, tunnel-like
cave, such as Clapham Cave, Stump Cross and Long
Churn.

In all these cases it may be noticed that the most
common form of cross section is wide at the top and
narrow below.

It is necessary to remark at this stage that although
simple solution of the limestone is responsible for the
origin of a cave its final form is due to solution combined
with the erosive action of boulders, pebbles and sand
carried along by the stream.

. Frc. r.

At first the water percolates slowly down a narrow
crack on a line of joint until it finds a plane of weakness,
usually a bedding plane, along which it can flow. It
continues its work of solution along this plane producing
a cave with a cross section such as that in Fig. r. While
this is proceeding the joint down which the water
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percolates is gradually undergoing enlargement until
eventually it becomes suffrciently wide to admit sand,
pebbles, and even Ramblers.

With the introduction of sand and pebbles, a new
phase in the history of the cavern is commenced. A
channel is now worn by friction on the wide floor of the
horizontal fissure, producing eventually the type seen in
Fig. z.

Fte. z.

This channel winds from side to side, just as does an
ordinary brook or rill on the surface of the ground,
except in so far as it is confined by the sides of the cave
and influenced by the direction of the joints.

Many of the most familiar phenomena of surface rivers
are reproduced underground by this action; for example,
the windings are often deserted, the stream taking a

short cut and by the subsequent deepening of its bed
leaving the old channel high and dry. Such deserted

bends-or " ox-bows " as they are called by American
geographers-are to be seen in Clapham Cave, Long
Churn, and indeed in almost every cave of the tunnel
type u'hich I have visited.

So much for the plan and cross section of the caves;
their longitudinal section still remains to be considered.

Such a section of a typical tunnel-like cave is given in
Fig.s.

The water enters at a by way of a joint and reaches

the bedding plane along which it finds its way to b,

gradually wearing down its bed and enlarging the joint a.
At b it descends another joint fissure and flows to c where
it encounters a third joint, which unlike a and b is
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continuous through two beds of limestone, and descends to
a lower level. Ry the subsequent enlargement of these
channels, cascades or waterfalls are produced at a, b and
c, each having a pool at its foot, and by the falling-in of
such a mass as that indicated at d' a more or less lofty
chamber may be produced.

Frc. 3.

It sometimes happens that a joint passes not through
one or two beds of limestone but through many beds,
perhaps to a depth of several hundreds of feet, in which
case deep " pots " are produced such as those at Gaping
Ghyll, Alum Pot, Rift Pot, &c.

It seems probable that these continuous joints are in
reality faults or dislocations of the strata (trig. 4) and owe
their continuity to this fact.

Ftc. 4.
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There still remains the type of cave consisting of
extremely lofty chambers such as that at the bottom of
Gaping Ghyll and these I am inclined to believe are due
to falls of roof as indicated at d, F.ig. 3, but of course on a
larger scale.

f am aware that a few members of the Club consider
this explanation inadequate, and I should therefore prefer
to leave the fuller discussion of this type until I have had
another opportunity of examining the Gaping Ghyll
caverns, when I hope further light will be thrown upon
the matter.

It has been my object to put forward in this note some
tentative working hypotheses rather than to make any
definite pronouncement of my views, with the object of
stimulating more detailed work than has yet been possible
under the somewhat diffrcult conditions which attend
speleological research, and I trust that members of the
Club will utilize their unique opportunities for the
investigation of these details with the same enthusiasm
which they have shown in solving the larger problems
which have been so well illustrated in previous numbers
of the ,fournal.
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SCOSKA CAVE, LITTONDALE.
Bv Crre,nlEs A. Hrr-r.

Scoska Cave lies about a mile above the village of
Arncliffe, on the S.W. side of the valley, at a height of
z5o feet above the river Skirfare. It was until recently
practically unknown even to the inhabitants of the
district, though the entrance is a conspicuous object on

the hillside. The cave mouth opens on the side of a

steep rocky slope composed of Carboniferous Limestone
thinly covered with stunted trees, and at a height of
about r,ooo feet above sea level. It faces N.E., and is
7 f.eet high x rJ feet broad. In wet seasons a stream
trickles out of the cave and falls in a series of small
cascades over the cliff face.

Entering the cave one can walk upright for a distance
of" 7 5 yards until a point is reached where the passage

divides into two ; the way to the right is the larger and
the more obvious one to follor,ry', being lofty and quite dry;
it continues for something like a quarter of a mile, and
seems to go on indefinitely, the roof and the ffoor
gradually coming together until further progress becomes

arduous. That to the left from which the stream flows
is entered by creeping under an arch about rB inches
high. Then the roof rises and the passage alternates in
height from 3 to g feet for a distance of about loo yards;
further on it gradually gets lower and lower until the only
method of progression is by crawling flat in the stream.
Here it was on the first exploration that innumerable
stalactites of all sizes had to be broken through to
afford a passage i a fact which goes to prove that this
portion of the cave had remained undisturbed for many
centuries.

The first exploration of the cave was made at the
Autumn Meet of the Club in r9o5' during which time
the first human remains were found at a spot distant
some 24o 1,ards from the entrance. These consisted of a

Radius, a Vertebra and a portion of a Rib, all lying on

the surface.
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This interesting discovery naturally stinulated further
research, which has been undertaken since on several
occasions, and has resulted in the finding of a considerable
number of the long bones, but the whole skeleton is as yet
far from complete. Most of the bones were scattered
along the floor of the cave over a distance of. zo f.eet,
some being almost entirely buried in stalagmite and there-
fore requiring very careful extraction. They are all of a
dark brown colour, more particularly those portions which
were exposed; this is probably due to the action of the
peaty water flowing through the cave. The stream, which
now exists only in times of wet weather, would be
responsible for the scattering of the bones.

The skull when found was practically imbedded in
stalagmite, the cranium being full of sand and grit, so
that great care was needed to extract it without damage.
It lay at the bottom of a hollow about rB inches deep,
and was covered by a few inches of water.

The most interesting part of the find has undoubtedlr.
been the discovery of the skull, since this affords a ready
means of determining the race, sex, and age of the
skeleton.

The racial characteristics of any skull are determined
from a consideration of its various measurements, these
being taken between certain fixed points which it is un-
necessary here to enumerate. If the length be divided into
the breadth and the result multiplied by roo a certain
figure is obtained which is known as the " Cephalic
Index." Skulls whose Cephalic Index is over 8o are
termed " Brachycephalic " or broad-headed, as opposed
to the " Dolicocephalic " or long-headed, whose index.is
under Bo.

The Cephalic Index of this skull is Bz, whilst the
cubical capacity is r4zo cc.; it is, therefore, almost
without question that of a Celt of the Bronze Age.

The sex can be ascertained from the conformation of
the skull as well as that of the other bones, but for the
present we will consider the former only.

On examination of the forehead just above the eyes
we find it flattened, the superciliary ridges and frontai
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sinuses diminutive and not projecting; further, at the base
of the skull the mastoid processes are small and the lines
of muscular attachment poorly marked. In the male all
these are prominent in that they afford a place of
adherence for muscles of greater strength. The sex,
therefore, is undoubtedly female.

The age can be determined u'ithin trvo definite limits
from the foliowing observations. Every skull at birth is
made up of a number of separate bones which, as age
advances, grow together and coaiesce. The jagged line
r""here their adjoining margins {it closely into one another
is called a " Suture." These sutures become obliterated,
as the bones unite, at certain definite periods of life.
Thus at the base of the skull the junction between the
bones knornn as the Basi-Occipitai and the Sphenoid
become obliterated at about the age of 24. In the skull
found there is no suture, therefore her age was over 24.
Obliteration of the junction betrn'een the Occipital and
the two Parietal bones-known as the Sagittal or Inter-
Parietal suture-commences at about the age of 45. In
this skuil there is no sign of obliteration, therefore her age
was under 45.

So far then we can definitell' state that her age \e'as over
zq and under 4J. To fix it more accurately we must
examine the condition of the teeth. With the exception
of the two back molars, which have dropped out since
death, all the teeth in the upper jaw are preserved (the
lower jaw has not yet been found). These are perfect,
showing no signs of decay, but are much worn dow-n and
exhibit marks of considerable attrition, their enamel
being ground away, evidently from the use of hard and
gritty food. This condition is especially noticeable in the
back teeth (bicuspids and molars) , which are concerned
rvholly with mastication. This clue justifies the
conclusicn tbat her age was rather tow.ards the later
than the earlier period of life, and therefore somewhere
about 4o.

The skull, therefore, is that of a female about 4o years
of age.

It is knon'n that the Celts persisted in Craven up to the

I

THE SCOSKA SKUI,L.
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end of the Roman occupation of Britain, so that the age

of the skeleton may be anything from r,5oo to 2,ooo years.

When originally found the skull was thickly encrusted
with stalagmite. On renoving this a most irrteresting
discovery was made, and one which throws considerable
light on the probable cause of death as well as providing
a reason for the present situation of the remains, so

remote from the cave mouth. Just above the right
mastoid process is a small irregularly shaped hole,
produced probably by a blow from some blunt weapon
such as a flint axe, spear, or arrow, which has caused
destruction of the outer table of the skull and perforation
of the inner. Such a wound might not bring about
immediate death but would ultimately do so from com-
pression of the brain, either by depression of the frag-
ments or by hamorrhage.

The possible history is as follows:-This woman after
receiving a wound on the head made her way up the cave
under the stress of some strong emotion such as fear, and
taking to the passage lr'hich is the less obvious of the two
crawled to its uttermost extremity and there died. The
idea of burial may, I think, be excluded for many reasons.

Another point of interest, which appeals perhaps more
particularly to the student of medicine, is the shape of
the hard palate. Its arch is abnormally high, whilst the
dental margin is greatly contracted at its hinder end.
This condition is brought about by nasal obstruction in
infancy, due to the disease knou'n as " Adenoid growths
of the Naso-Pharynx." As a result of this abnormal
arching of the hard palate the septum, or central division
of the nose, becomes deflected or bent to one or other side.
In this instance the nasal septum is bent to the right,
hence the left nostril is larger than the right. To fill up
the gap so caused the turbinal bone (one of the bones
forming the outer wall of the nostril) becomes enlarged
or hypertrophied, and is so found in this instance.

With the nasal bone set almost at right angles to the
face, and the teeth of the upper jaw projecting forwards
this woman could hardly be termed " a thing of beautl' "
according to our present ideas.
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The next point of interest to be determined is her
height. This can be ascertained from the measurement
of several of the long bones, viz r-the Tibia or shin bone,
the Humerus or arm bone, and the Radius or fore-arm
bone. The proportion which these several bones bear to
the average stature of a woman is as follows:-

Tibia - z2.r per cent. of the stature.
Humerus r9.9 ,, ,, ,,
lR.adius r+.3 ,, ,, ,,

Calculating from these data the height as determined
from the measurements of the several bones is as follows:--

Name of Bone. Length in inches. Height.
Tibia
Humerus

14 6s.s
r2.5 62.8

Radius... g ... 6z.9
Average height 63 inches.

\Me can state therefore that her height was about 5 feet
3 inches. The Tibie or shin bones exhibit in a marked
degree the condition known as " Platycnemism." This
condition is frequently met with in prehistoric Tibia,
though not in those of civilised nations of'the present
duy. It occurs however in the bush tribes of South
Africa as well as in other primitive races, and may be
described thusx'-

The oblique ridge, a point of muscular attachment
which runs down the back of the bone about its upper
third, is unduly prominent, so that at this point it has a
two-edged appearance instead of being roughly triangular
in section. In other u'ords the bone is thin, measured
sideways, while from back to front it measures more than
that of a modern Tibia.

There are various indications in the long bones which
point to the sex being female. Thus in the Femur, the
neck is set at a lower angle than in the male, averaging
rr8o ; the degree of obliquity of the shaft is greater so as
to allou' for the increased breadth of the Pelvis. For the
sarne reason the shaft of the Tibia has a slightly oblique
direction downwards and outwards.

* For a full description of this condition see Prof Boyd Dswkiss
" Cave Hrrn(ing," pp. r75-r78,
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The length of the Humerus is 3rB mm. The average
iength of the adult male Humerus is :55 mm. rn'hilst that
of the female is 3zo mm., to which figure it will be seen
it approximates closely.

The following is a complete list of the bones found up
to the present, together with the measurements of the skull.

Sr<urr. Length 168 mm. Cephalic Index Bz.
Breadth r3B mm. Vertical Index 76.
Height rzg mrr'. Cubical Capacity r42o cc.

The lower jaw has not been found.

RrcHr Sroe.
Clavicle.
Radius.
Ulna.
rzth Rib.
Tibia.
Fibula.
Astragalus.
rst Metatarsal.
3rd Metatarsal.

Lepr Sron.
Humerus.
Radius (4in. of the shaft).
Ulna.
rst Rib.
Os Innominatum

(A portion only.)
Femur.
Tibia.
F'ibula.

Several other portions of Ribs.

Srx VBnrBBR,TE.-Cervical, 4th or 5th.
Dorsal, 5th or 6th.

. Dorsal, rrth.
Dorsal, rzth.
Lumbar, gth.
Another Lumbar in fragments.

[The search for the bones extended over a lengthv period and lvas
carried on by Messrs. llarnes, Botterill, tsrodrick, Buckley and myselt'
during a number of short visits. Mr, Barnes was the lbrtunate fiuder
of the skull.-C. A. H.]
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IN Mpuonreiu: CHeRrBs Eoweno Mernpws.

Although it is not customary to insert in the Journal thJ
" Yorkshire Ramblers' Club Annual Report " which is

issued each Autumn, I am sure that the readers will approve
of the reproduction from that ' Report' of a short but
beautiful notice of the death of Mr. Mathews which was

written by Mr. Lewis Moore'
" In Mr. C. E. Mathews, who died on Friday, October

zoth, the day upon which he was to have given us one of
his inimitable lectures, the Ciub loses one of its oldest

members and a real and staunch friend' Elected an honorary
member in 1892, his name appears in the list of honorary
members published in the Club's first report for the year

r89z-r893. Upon February 4.th, r896, Mr' Mathews gave

us his first Lecture entitled 'The Story of Mont Blanc,'
the mountain with which his name will for all mountaineers

be inseparably connected. From that evening the Yorkshire
Ramblers have ever regarded him with increasing reverence

and affection. On April ttth, tgoz, he again lectured for
us, giving his 'Personal Reminiscences of Great Climbs"
Fortunately, that Lecture is recorded in the pages of our

Journal.'k This year |.tSoS] he honoured the Club by attending
its Annual Dinner and proposing the toast of the Yorkshire
Ramblers' Club in a speech of fascinating interest and

eloquence,t which he concluded in the following words:-
'I p.opose with all my heart the Health and Prosperity

of the Yorkshire Ramblers' Club. I am glad to have been

associated with so gailant an institution. The future is

fortunately hidden from us, but whether the time be long

or short during which I may be permitted to answer to my
name when the muster roll is called, believe at least, that I
do not forget, and do not wish to be forgotten.'

Mr. Mathews was a member of whom the Club was
justly proud. A Founder and Past President of The Alpine
Club, the creating spirit and First President of the Climbers'
Club, with the unique record of fifty years of climbing,
during which he ascended nearly all the great peaks in the

Alps, he was a mountaineer without fear and without reproach,

a speaker of forceful and delightful eloquence, and a man

of great charm an<l character. We Yorkshire Ramblers

"."=rqI t gt.tt h"":"t a'"

* Vol. I. pp. 268-288. f See pp. 240-243'
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ever be thankful, that his name should have been enrolled
upon our list of members, and we mourn his loss with very
keen regret."

As one who has had the privilege of Mr. Mathews'
friendship for over a quarter of a century, I have been asked
to add a few paragraphs to this notice.

We who turn so naturally to the everlasting hills to glean
heaith, strength, and infinite pleasure, owe more to Mr.
Mathews than we are aware of. By his lectures, numerous
writings, and friendly intercourse, he raised the tone of the
sport of mountaineering. No one recognised more than he
the good which could be done, and'has been done, by
Clubs such as ours, and his words of advice and encourage-
ment in the early days of the Yorkshire Ramblers' existence
did much for us, more probably than we shall ever realise.
When urging us onward he never neglected the opportunity
of pointing out the fact that mountains claim our respect as
well as our love. In the valedictory address " The growth
of Mountaineering," which he read to the Aipine Club in
December, r88o, when his term as President came to an
end, are solemn words of warning. At the same time there
is a delightful vein of optimism pervading it, in which he
foreshadows the conquest of the Himalayas ; at a time too
when it was the fashion amongst many mountaineers to
breathe the words " rarefaction of the air." All who love
the mountains shouid read this paper, nor should they
neglect " The Alpine Obituary."

No Yorkshireman ever loved " The Shores of Wharfe "
more deeply and sincerely than did Mr. Mathews. Many a
time have my wife and I accompanied him to those scenes
so well known to the Yorkshire Ramblers. The drive over
FJarden Moor delighted him so much, that a few years ago
he brought the Birmingham Shakespearian Society, of
which he was the President, for two days to Wharfedale,
driving from Skipton. Fortunately the weather was perfect,
irnd those who were present will never forget the lovely
cvening spent in the garden of the Rectory at Bolton
Abbey, the tea provided by Mrs. lfowes, nor the dinner at
the Devonshire Arms. Mr. Mathews, who presided at the
latter, was in his very best form. Only one short year ago
lre went to Upper Wharfedale in high spirits too. How,
on another visit, he appreciated a walk to 'Norton Tower
ond Rylstone Cross and recited stanzas from " The White
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Doe of Rylstone " and enjoyed tea in a humble Craven
inn ! Then, too, how his romantic spirit was fired by a visit
to Gordale Scar ! We have indeed none but happy mem-
ories connected with our old friend. Nor can we forget
his sojourn with us at Grasmere when we introduced him-
a trustee of the Wordsworth memorial-to Dove Cottage,
nor his enthirsiasm on that occasion,

if Mr. Mathews were a ae"tlghtfd visitor, hci was too
an ideal host, as all can testify who have been privileged
to enjoy his hospitality at Caersaer at the foot of Plinlimmon,
or at his home at Four Oaks.

It is good to have known such a man, to have possessed
his close friendship, to have shared in his pleasures, and to
have such a rich store of happy memories connected with
him. Though I have been on many a British hill with him,
I never met him at Chamonix. There his name is a house-
hold word, and he is mourned there as well as here. His
great work, " The Annals of Mont Blanc," was the result
of years of research, but a labour of love. In years
to come it will be even more recognised than it is to-day
as a great mountain classic. I cannot do better than to
conclude by quoting the two final paragraphs of the last
chapter.

" Mountaineering has its lights and shades, but it is a
pursuit which has added greatly and permanently to the sum
of human happiness. Who shall measure the amount ?

Who is there who can sleep on a glacier in the moonlight,
or by the camp fire amongst the lonely hills; who can
listen to the music of the wind against the crags, or of the
water falling far below; who can traverse the vast white
solitudes in the night time under the silent stars; who can
watch the rose of dawn in the east, or the great peaks
flushed with carmine at sunset, without thoughts which it
seems almost sacrilege to put into words, without memories
which can never be effaced, for they sink into the soul !

Mont Blanc has now been known to five successive
generations. Men may come and go, but its mighty summit
'abides untroubled by the coming and going of the world.'
And to those who know it well and love it dearly, come
often, in quiet hourS, teeming thoughts which swarm like
bees; sunny memories of successful endeavour, of transcend-
ent beauty, and of priceless friendships, which have added
health, and sweetness, and happiness to life."

Wu. Cpcr- SLrNcssv.

Ovcr the Strahlegg Pass by the Rochs.

OVER THtr STRAHLEGG PASS BY
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THtr ROCKS.

On Wednesday, rrth July, 19o6, Messrs. R. Dienst, A.
Botterill, F. Toothill and myself, without guides, quitted
the Pavillon Dollfus on the Lauteraar Glacier with the
intention of crossing the Strahlegg Pass to the
Schwartzegg Hut.

We started late, the day was hot, and we did not reach

the bergschrund at the foot of the Strahlegg wall until two
o'clock in the afternoon. Two days previously there had
been much new snow and now avalanches were falling on
every side. The Strahiegg as seen from the Grimsel side

is, in summer, a huge rock-wall, higher on the right side

than on the left. It has two large snow couloirs, one

near the Strahlegghorn, and the other near the Gross

Lauteraarhorn. The left-hand couloir is perhaps Boo feet
in height and is the route usually followed. The right-
hand couloir and the rocks near it are well over rooo feet
high. Both the couloirs were dangerous as avalanches
were falling down them every few moments. It was
therefore a question of either turning back or attempting
a probably difficult climb over unknown rocks.

While we were considering the situation a small
avalanche passed over us and we at once decided to take
to the rocks. We did so at a point half-way between the
Gross Lauteraarhorn and the Strahlegghorn, and after
four hours' difficult climbing arrived at the top of the

Pass.
The climb is scarcely to be recommended, but should

anyone arrive at the Strahlegg, as we did, very late in the
afternoon and when the snow is fairly new, it would be
the safest route.

Arrived at the top we were enveloped in a dense mist
r,vith snow, thunder and lightning, but by careful use of
the map and compass we reached the Schwartzegg Hut
at 9 p.m.

F. Botrnntlr.,
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE CLUB.

The third ANNuer. Cr-us DTNNBR was held at the
Hotel Metropole, Leeds, on February rrth, r9o5. The
President, Mr. Alfred Barran, occupied the chair, and
fifty-nine members and friends were present.

The Club was honoured by the presence among its
guests of Mr. C. E. Mathews, Mr. G. B. Bryant, Hon'
Secretary of the Climbers' Club, and Mr. W. H. Pearson

of the Rucksack Club.
The evening was as fully enjoyable as similar occasions

in the past. The menu card was adorned by a cave scene

in black and colour by Mr. G. T. Lowe, and forms a
pleasant memento of the occasion.

The toast of " The King " was proposed by the
President, after which Mr. C. E. Mathews rose' to
propose that of " The Yorkshire Ramblers' Club," in an

oration the memory of which n'ill last long in the minds
of those privileged to hear it.

Mn. lVlnruEws' SPEECH.

" Mr. President and Gentlemen : I think this is the third
time I have received the honour of an invitation to your
annual banquet. Previous invitations unhappily I have
been unable to accept, but when for the third time my
old friend Mr. Slingsby wrote and said " you must come "
I thought it v'as time to rallS', so I replied " yes," and
here I am, very much at your service, to discharge that
particular duty which your Committee have imposed
upon me. Gentlemen, I propose the Yorkshire Ramblers'
Club, that gallant band of Yorkshiremen who have
distinguished themselves in so many positions. No doubt
you think that yours is the most delightful county in
England, and yet you have chosen a man born in
Worcester, and brought up in \Morcester, to do justice to
the toast. In addition I happen to be one of the
survivors of the first Alpine Club, and we are always
delighted to assist Kindred Clubs of which we were the
forerunners, and have followed with much interest the
achievements, the aspirations, and even the vagaries of our
children.
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Gentlemen, I have had some honours forced upon me
in the course of a long and chequered career, but I have
never valued one more than that which was forced upon
me when I was elected President of the Alpine Club; but
this position has often plunged me into many dif&culties.
It would seem that I am in constant request at the annual
gatherings of all mountaineering societies. For myself, I
have never missed one winter dinner of the Alpine Club,
and I think that fact should secure me some immunity
from attending on the claims of what I venture to call
collateral societies-but nothing of the kind ! There is
the Junior Alpine Club at the University of Oxford, and I
am never allowed to absent myself from their Mry
meeting every year. Then there is the Scottish Nlount-
aineering Club; I have duly to make my born' to my
Scottish brethren on the other side of the Tweed, and
have attended n'ith great pleasure their annual gathering.
Then there is the Climbers' Club; I have never yet
missed one of their annual debaucheries. Then there is
the Rucksack Club, whose dinner I had the honour to
attend in the month of December last, and from whom I
received a most cordial welcome and was made an
honorary member of that most interesting Club. Now
there is the Yorkshire Ramblers', and I am proud and
h"ppy to meet to-night a club of which I am an Honorary
Member. But the worst of it is that I cannot attend one
of these meetings without making a speech. Sometimes
I think of that delightful prophesy of the immortal
Thackeray. He looked forward to the time when speaking,
like carving, would be done at a side table.

Now, gentlemen, I suppose that during the last few
years I have delivered, say fifty speeches, and it is not
possible that I should never repeat myself, so if I say
anything that I have said before, forgive me. Frank
confession is always followed by absolution. I would
remind you of that rather interesting notice of which Bret
Harte speaks, which was put up in a saloon in San
Francisco-" Visitors are requested not to draw on the
pianist for he is doing his best."

On occasions like the present I cannot avoid touching
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upon the relations which have always subsisted between
myself and the various Alpine Clubs. There is something
most touching in the relations between myself and them.
I am the only one of the fathers of the Alpine Club who
has kept up practical mountaineering to the present day,
and it has always been my pride to be a connecting link
between the mountaineers of the old days and the
rnountaineers of the present. Believe me, I am glad to
think that I have been, on many occasions, able to render
some service to younger men. Many great men whose
names you know-Stephen, Reilly, and many another
whose names are as familiar in our mouths as household
words, have left us one by one, and at my time of life it
must be that memory causes us to view the past with sad
eyes. But the future, gentlemen, is with you and with
clubs like the Yorkshire Ramblers, and the best wish I can
offer you and any similar institution is that you should
preserve untainted the fine traditions and great trust which
you have received from your fathers.

Personally, I have endeavoured to do what I could for
your most flourishing institution. I have delivered already
trn'o lectures of priceless merit (" Hear, Hear,") at the usuai
rate of remuneration (laughter) and I have. been fooiish
enough to promise to open your next Session (cheers). I
trust that it may be counted to me for righteousness.

But, after all, the object of your Club and all other such
Clubs is to provide an alternative from daily toil, and there
is no alternative like mountaineering. I have often
thought a man who is u laq'er or a manufacturer, but
who is that and no more, is often the dullest and
sometimes the most miserable of n-rankind, but the man
who, whilst holding his breadrn'inning occupation, takes his
fair share in the rn ider life of the rvorld, in politics, art,
literature, or science, or some form of manly sport, is not
onlv better fitted for the ordinary duties of life, but has a
career rvhich must contain some element of nobleness, and
which is often able to render some valuable services to
mankind. It brings such priceless friendships. And I
now ask you, would any of you, if it were possible, erase
from your memories the names of those kind, warm-
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hearted friends, who, but for mountaineering, you would
never have knor,vn ? Barran, Gray, and Slingsby, and
many others whom I am proud to call my friends-it is not
too much to say that if it had not been for our common
pursuit, there is not one of them that I should have
shaken by the hand.

For myself, gentlemen, I am touched by the kindly
reception which you have given to an old member of the
Alpine Club; I have unfortunately reached that time of
life which is described by the Psalmist as 'the allotted
span,' but there is life in the old dog yet, and old age yet has
its honour and its toil.

I began climbing more than half a century ago
amongst the Welsh hills, which have always had an
irresistible fascination for me; I have been up Cader
Idris 30 times, up Snowdon go times, and I have
been up the Glyders over roo times. In the Alps, I have
ascended almost every one of the great peaks; I have
spent forty seasons there, and I do not know how any
forty seasons could have been better employed. This
very year, I have walked through Greece from the Gulf of
Talanta to the Gulf of Corinth and ascended on the way
Mount Parnassus; but time begins to tell, and I am sad to
think that the higher summits are now closed to me, and
that I must gaze at the big hills from their bases.

But as short speeches ought always to be the order of
the day you will not be surprised to hear that-as Lady
Godiva remarked on her return from her journey-" 1 u-
approaching my close."

I propose with all my heart, " The Health and
Prosperity of the Yorkshire Ramblers' Club." I am glad
to have been associated with so gallant an institution.

The future is fortunately hidden from us, but whether
the time be long or short during which I may be
permitted to answer to my name when the muster roll
is called, believe at least, that I do not forget, and do not
wish to be forgotten."

The President, Mr. Alfred Barran, in responding to the
toast said :-

," The honour which has been done to the Club to-night' is
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one which we can rarely expect to have repeated: we have the
honour to meet one of the founders of the Alpine Club, an

honorary member, we are proud to say' of the Yorkshire
Ramblers' Club, who at sixty years of age again ascended Mont
Blanc, and proved to us that we may at sixty, aye, even at
seventy, be able to do something which does not fall to the
lot of ordinary mortals' There may be a difference of
opinion as to the merits of mountaineering, but those who
have had long experience of the sport know, as Mr.
Mathews has said, that good comradeship, good health, happy
memories of old climbs which recall faces and scenes we
would not forget, are amongst the many advantages of the
sport, We have much to thank our late President for and
amongst the many things are the three visits which Mr.
Mathews has already paid to us.

We have not, I am glad to say, called ourseives the Junior
Alpine Club. We have taken our own title: it is not Alpine:
it is not borrowed, begged or stolen from any other sport:
we are a Ramblers' Club pure and simple, though it is true
that both among our honorary and ordinary members there
are a considerable number of Alpine Club men, who I am
glad to say are added to annually.

The Club has outgrown its infancy and is now in robust
youth with about eighty members and can lay claim to much
useful work in the county. During the last year'two parties

have done exceedingly good work: Mr. Slingsby was a

member of one party and Mr. Priestrnan of another who have

had great success within the Arctic Circle; we are extremely
proud of this and jealous that it was not possible for us to
share in their work. First descents of two pot-holes-Jockey
Hole and Rift Pot-have also been made, these have special
interest because they are not yet marked on the six-inch
ordnance map.

In replying to this toast, I wish to express in the name of
the Club our grateful thanks to Mr. Mathews for his presence

to-night and for his promise to come to us in the autumn. We
hope that he will not only come then, which is almost too much

to ask of him, but that he will come repeatedly, because we

want to have the happy memory of a man who not only
enjoyed the sport and helped to found the Alpine Club but
made himself one with the younger generation, and has thereby
earned the gratitude of many of those to whom we look to
carry on the sport worthily in years to come."
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The toast of " I{indred Clubs " was proposed by Mr.
Slingsby, who spoke enthusiastically about the work done
and the pleasures enjoyed by our friends of other Clubs.
Whilst speaking of the Alpine Club, he said:-

" There are some honours which are greater than those
represented by a whole alphabet being placed after a man's
name, notably is this the case when a star or an asterisk is
placed before the name of a man in the list of members of the
Alpine Club. This denotes that the person referred to is one
of the founders of the Alpine Club. Gentlemen, we are
honoured by the presence of one of these heroes here this
evening in the person of our most dear friend Mr. Mathews.
Mr. President, I am going to break all rules and to defy all
order and precedent ! Brother Yorkshiremen and other friends,
stand up and drink to the health of our most honoured guest
Mr. Charles Edward Mathews."

This was done amid great enthusiasm which lasted for
some minutes.

Continuing, he said that while it was good for men to
club together for the furtherance of such pursuits as ours,
he thought it equally desirable that the Clubs should also
club together and he was huppy to see that the Alpine
Club, the Scottish Mountaineering Club, and the Ruck-
sack Club were so well and so numerously represented on
the present occasion.

Mr. Bryant, on behalf of the C.limbers'Club, expressed
his appreciation of the hearty reception of the toast.
He congratulated the Yorkshire Ramblers' Club upon
their Journal as con,jucted by Mr. Gray. Recalling
that the Club, founded only in r9gz, had started a
Library in r\g7, secured its own rooms in r8g9, but had
not ventured upon the dissipation of an annual dinner
until r9o3, he considered that it stood as a model to
other Clubs of a similar kind.

Professor Clapham responded on behalf of the Alpine
Club and the Scottish Mountaineering Club, and Mr.
Pearson for the Rucksack Club.

The Rev. L. S. Calvert proposed the toast of " The
Visitors " in the following terms:-

" Fortunate as the C lub has been in past years in its visitors,
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to-night it is singularly so. At this late hour it is impossible
to enumerate the individual distinctions of our guests. They
are well-known to all of us. At the risk, however, of iosing
last trains-a real risk-there is one to whom must be accorded
a special welcome.'

Presidents and Ex-Presidents of the Alpine Club have from
time to time done the Yorkshire Ramblers the honour to
accept their invitations, an honour of which we are very
sensible. Mr. C. E. Mathews they especially welcome as an
Honorary Member and a firm friend. Apart from his long
and brilliant record in the hills where he is unanimously
regarded as 'Pvimws inter pares' ; by the beauty of his
writings, the charm of his speeches, and above all by his
intensely human feeling, he has raised mountaineering to its
present high standard and inspired affection in more hearts
than he can ever know."

Mr. Unwin, replying to the toast of the Visitors, said :-
" He felt it a great honour as well as a pleasure to answer

this toast and he couid say that all appreciated their most
hospitable reception. The name of the Club did not do its
members justice, they were more than Ramblers,--they
descendeci into the bowels of the earth to places that had never
been heard of before, taking their lives in their hands, and
they also ascended Alpine heights, and all who had read the
Club's Jou,rnal or attended its lectures knew how deiightful
were the accounts brought back,"

TuB ANNuAL GENERAL MEETING was held at the
Club Rooms on Tuesday, October 3oth, rgo5, when the
Committee presented their r3th Annual Report.

The Club now consists of g honorary and 83 ordinary
members, being a decrease of one honorary and an in-
crease of six ordinary members in the last twelve months.

During the year, seven General and ten Committee
meetings have been held. Six lectures have been given
as follorvs :-
rgo4-November 8th. "Arctic Norway,"

by Mr. Geoffrey Hastings.
'November 22nd, " Mountaineering from a Woman's

point of view,"
by Mrs, Le Blond.
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December r3th. "So-" Climbs in the Horungtinder,"
by Mr'J.A' Green'

rgo5--January 3rst. "Val D'Herens and the Val Pelline,"
by Professor ClaPham.

February z8th. " New Ground in Arctic Norway,"

March r4th.
by Mr. Howard Priestman.

Club Evening. Short paPers.

The lectures were very well attended.
The Committee have again to acknowledge gifts of

books to the Club Library, and Mr. J. H. Buckley, the

Hon. Librarian, will be glad to assist members who wish

to make use of them.
The Scottish Mountaineering Club, the Climbers' Club,

and the Rucksack Club invited representatives from our
Club to their Annual Dinners and accorded them very
hearty receptions.

Two Meets were held
spring, on May zoth and
other in the autumn, on
Both were well attended.

during the year; one in the
zrst, at Middlesmoor, and the
September 3oth, at Arncliffe.

The fourth AnNu,q.r- Cr-ue DTNNBR was held at the
Hotel Metropole, Leeds, on February roth, 19o6' The
President, Ur. ,q,lfred Barran, occupied the chair, and

about sixty members and friends were present.
Owing to the necessity of publishing accounts of the

last two Annual Dinners in this number of the Journal
and the consequent pressure upon the space accorded to
'The Proceedings of the Club' it is unfortunately not

possible to give more than a bare notice of the events of
ihe evening. The speeches were excellent and well
worthy of being placed on record had circumstances

permitted.
After the President had given the toast of 'oThe King,"

Mr. W. P. Haskett Smith proposed the toast oi " The
Yorkshire Ramblers' Club " which was replied to by the
President.

The toast of " Kindred Clubs " was proposed by IvIr'

Wm. Cecil Slingsby and responded to by Mr. Charles

Pilkington for the Alpine Club, Mr. Rennie for the
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Scottish Mountaineering Club and the Climbers' Club,
and Mr. Bury for the Rucksack Club.

" The Visitors " was proposed by Mr. J. A. Green and
responded to by Dr. Forsyth.

Among the guests who honoured the Club by their
presence were Professor Bodington, Vice-Chancellor of
the University of Leeds, Professor Kendall, Dr. Forsyth,
Mr. Charles Pilkington and Mr. W. P. Haskett Smith.

The following New MBlleens have been elected since
the last issue :-

BeRNes, J. B., Lynwood, Blundell Avenue, Birkdale,
Southport.

Cneowrcx, R. A., M.A., LL.M,, 247, Hyde Park
Road, Leeds.

Der-ToN, H. E.J., 66, West End Avenue, Harrogate.
EllroT, Doucles, Barnet Cottage, Far Headingley,

Leeds.
Fennnn, RBcrNRro JoHx, J.P., F.R.H.S., Ingle-

borough, Lancaster.
FTRTH, Rev. H. J. R., M.A., 2, Nursery Mount,

Hunslet, Leeds.
KrNNetRo, F'. D., 54, Chapel Lane, Headingley,

Leeds.
Lee.cH, F'neor., The Avenue, Halton, near Leeds.-
Lnnceno, W. G., zB, Burley Lodge Terrace, Leeds.
Lnn, F. H., South Gable, Ben Rhydding.
Onttrnoo, JoHN A., Barfield, The Drive, Roundhay,

Leeds.
PResroN, W. E., Cartwright Memorial Hall, Bradford.
Roeenrsuaw, WILnntn, Silvamere, Chrisharben

Park, Clayton, Bradford.
RoeINSoN, PnRcv, 9, Vernon Road, Leeds.
StrtpsoN, Wu., Catteral Hali, Settie.
SLINGSBv, Wru. EcRovD, Beech Hill, Carleton,

Skipton.
THoMAS, PBrnn D., Rosebank, Chapel-Allerton,

Leeds.
WrrrlAus, Roer. SrnNnousE, M.B., C.M., D.Ph.,

Ashton Hall, The University, Liverpool.

Pot-hole Ext'loration. 24g

POT.HOLE EXPLORATION.
The follorn'ing new descents have been made during

and since the summer of 1904:-
ON INcrBnoRoucH : Flwted llola, Newby

feet. 26th June, 1904. Brodrick,
Moss. Depth, 58
Buckley, Green,

Hastings and Hill.
Swlbey Pot. Depth, 51 feet.

Brodrick and Hill.
Juniler Gulf. Depth, 90 feet.

Brodrick and Hill.
Gy'itstone Pot. Depth, 44 feet.

21st April, 1905. Baker,

21st April, 1905. Baker,

April, 1905. F. Botterill
and party.

Mayblc Pot. Depth, 25 feet. 22nd April, L905. Baker,
Brodrick, Hastings, Hili and Larnb.

Brid,ge Pol, Newby Moss. Depth, 35 feet. 23rd. April,
i905. Baker, Brodrick, Buckley, Hastings and Hill.

Thorn Pot, Newby Moss. Depth, 45 feet. 23rd April, 1905.
Baker, Brodrick, Buckley, Hastings and Hill.

Cross Pot, Newby Moss. Depth, 118 feet. 23rd April, 1905.
Bake.r, Booth, Brodrick, Buckley, Hastings, Hill and
Lamb.

Rosebay Pol, Newby Moss. Depth, 65 feet. 23rd. April,
1905. Ilaker, Brodrick, Buckley, Hastings, Hill and
Lamb.

Pillar Pot, Newby Moss. Depth, 160 feet. 1lth June,1905. Booth, Brodrick, Buckley, Cuttriss, Green,
Hastings, Hill and Parsons.

Nick Pot, near Selside. Estimated depth, g0 feet. 2+th
June, 1906. Botterill and Buckley.

IN NTIoBnDALE : Blayshaa Ghyll pot, No. l. Depth, 35
feet. Easter, 1906. Cuttriss and Hastings. .

Blaysltazu Ghyll Pot, No. 2. Depth, 40 feet. Easter, 1906.
Cuttriss and Hastings.

NBen RTenLEHEAD : Coae Hole. Estimated depth, 120 feet.
24th March, 1906. F. and M. Botterill.

ON PBNycgnNr: Hctnt Pol (second known descent). Depth,
190 feet. 17th June, 1906. F. Botterill and party.
(!.'ilst. descent, not previously recorded, tvtay,'tg9[,
ll, Calvert, Ellet zind Green).
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REVIEW.

Rocx-cr-ruBING rN Nonr:H Wer-es.

Bv GBoncB ANo AsnrBv AsneHeI\4.

(Knswrcx: G. P. Annenelr, I19o6.])

We heartily welcome the publication of this book.
To those who enjoyed the friendship of Mr. Owen Glynne

Jones, it was known that he contemplated issuing a companion
volume to his excellent work dealing with the Cumbrian
climbs. But 'L'horntne pro/ose, et Diew rlis|ose.' His mantle,
however, could not have fallen on much fitter shoulders
than those of the Keswick Brothers, who, after his death in
1899, became possessed of many of his original notes on
the subject, and resolved to consummate, if possible, the
desire of their late friend. In this labour of love the authors
have undoubtedly given of their best, as a perusal of the
present handsc,me volume attests. The work is divided into
two parts, the first, which describes the Glyders, Tryfaen and
the Carnedds being written, in the first person, by Mr. George
Abraham, and the second, dealing with Snowdon and Cader
Idris, by Mr. Ashley Abraham. Each succeeding season has
seen the authors at one of the climbing centres of Snowdonia,
making a personal acquaintance with and photographing the
important climbs, a task, however, which they candidly confess
" involved more time than was anticipated at the outset,"

From the climbers' standpoint the book leaves little to be
desired. It is pleasantly written, although perhaps not so
classical in style as the Cumbrian book. It is also profusely
illustrated with Messrs. Abraham's orvn photographs, which
have lost little in the beautiful monogravure .process of
reproduction. Most of the photographs 'hit off' thevarious
climbing situations admirably. Others are typical of the finest
Welsh scenery, particularly that of " Llyn Idwal, a cloudy

- aa ^afternoon," and " Snowdon from the pinnacles of Crib Goch,"
both excellent examples of the photographic art.

Several years ago, the 'Spectator' in a trenchant article
on 'The Pleasure of Peril' affirmed that ' Britons have long
boasted that a spice of danger is a necessary ingredient of a
sport.' The spice of danger, or risk, in climbing may
appear very real to the ordinary reader before he is half-
way through this fascinating book. The necessary word of
warning, however, is given to all true lovers of our mountain
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sport, i.e., not to underrate the severity of a climb, but to
realise the necessity for using every precaution for the safety
of the party. Further, the authors have enumerated nearly
one hundred climbs, all of which are classified in their
approximate order of difficuity, from Crib Goch, &c. (Easy
Course), \Mestern Gully, Tryfaen, &c. (Moderate), \Mestern
Buttress, Lliwedd (Difficult), right through the " Exceptionally
Severe Courses " to Twll Du (Devil's Kitchen), which they
consider to be " probably the most difficult and dangerous climb
in Wales."

The series of Outline Drawings of the chief routes will
prove valuable to novice and expert alike. As in Jones's Lake
District book, so with this companion volume there is no map,
not even the inset of a diagrammatic sketch-map to give at a
glance the " lay of the land." It is to be hoped that the
latter, at least, will accompany any future editions of these

splendid books.
It is a matter of taste, but we should say that nothing

would be lost by the omission of the few comic sketches in
Messrs. Abraham's book, which are neither worthy of the
subject, nor its treatment.

J. W. P.
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RECENT BOOKS,

Acnoss rnr Gnrer ST. BERNARD. By A. R. SrNNerr, \['ith over
zoo illustrations. Size 8 x 5$, pp. xvr. and 444, Appendices on
Glaciers, Caves, &c. pp. roo. (London: Bemrose & Sons, Ltd.
r9o4. Price 6s. net.)

IN rrrc HBnnr oF THE CeNeoreN Rocr<rrs. By J.rlrrs OurRAM. With
46 illustrations from photographs, and 3 maps. Size 8$ x 5$, Pp.
xrt. and 466. (London: Macmillan & Co. r9o5. Price tzs. 6d, net.)

LeNnsc.lpe rN HrsroRy, and other Essays. By Srn Anc;ntrer-o GeIrro,
F.R S. Size 8* x S€, pp. VIII. and 352. (London : Macmillan &
Co. r9o5. Price 8s.6d. net.)

Tnr Tvnor. By W. D. McCnecxaN. With 3z illustrations from
photographs. Size 7$ x .5*, pp. xx. and 328. (London: Duckworth
& Co. r9o5. Price 5s. net.)

F'unnln durch die Unrrn-Ar-pen. Verfasst vom Akadenrischen
Alpen-Club, Zirich, lm z Binden. (Ziirich : t9o5, Preis beider
Biinde. Frs,,7'6o.)

Mo(TNTATNBERTNc Ber-r-eos. By A. C. DowNER. Size 4 x 5*, pp. 47.
(London: Charles Murray & Co r9o5. Price ts. net')

Tno Gr-ecrBns oF THE Ar-ps and )IouNTAINEERINc rx 186r. By JouN
Tvnoerr-. With illustrations. Size 6f x 4*, pp. xlrI. and 274.
-(London: 

J. M. Dent & Co. 19o6. Price ts. net.)

Mountaineers will welcome this reprint, in single volrrme and
handy form, of the narrative portion of Tyndall's " Glaciers " com-
bined with its sequel - " Mountaineering." The latter has been out
of print manv )'ears, and has long commanded a high price in the
book market. By including them in Everyman's Library the
publishers now enable Alpine book-collectors to fill a long-standing
gap in their shelves at the modest expenditure ofone shilling. Lorcl
Avebury contributes an appreciative introduction, which is followed
by a list of Tyndall's publications.

Rocx-cr-ntstNc rN Nontn Wer.rs, By Groncr & Asnlnv Ann.tnelr.
With 3o full-page illustrations in monogravtrre, ro pen-and-ink
sketches, and rr outline drawings of the chief routes. Size 9 x
6*, pp. xxr. and 394, (Keswick : G. P. Abraham. 19o6. Prtce
zts, net.) Reoieued on PP. 25o-25r.

TwnNrv Yrsns oN BrN Nnvrs. By Wu, T. Krr-coun. Second
Edition. With a map and 36 illustrations, Size 7$ x 4{, pp. 168.

(Paisley: Alexander Gardner, t9o6. Price n, 6d, net,\

TnB Cr-rMern's NorE-BooK: ByC. W. (London: T. Fisher Unwin.
t9o6. Price rc. net.)

A useful little book containing lists or reqrrisites for the
mountaineer; a few English equivalents of French and German
mirneys, nr'easures and weights; the Alpine Distress Signal ; and
about fifty ruled pages for notes. It is in durable covers and goes
easily into the waistcoat pocket.

ffi
flWfl

Nails, 2/9 pe" set.

Messrs. FnBoBtrcr &
Co. will have pleastrre in
sending their illustrated
catalogue on application.
oontaining list of every
requisite for Mountain-
eer. Cave ltxDlorer or
Camper, 

_

Rucksacks, Ropes,

Ice Axes,Ski,Tents,
Rope Ladders,

Helmets, Sandals.

72, CO

Frederick B Co.,

Mountaineerang;
0utfitters,

County Arcade, Leeds.

Telephone 1231.

Telegrams : "Verue, Lseps."

Boote from 211-togoF

Sleeping Bags,

Gloves, Cranrpons,
Alpenstocks,

CooLing Stoves,

Puttees,

Glacier Lantetns,
Snow Spectacles,

Compasses, Anerolds,
Photographs,

Lantern Slides.
Rucksacke, 719 +o 2lJ-.

UNTY ARCADE, L,EEDJ.



Recreations of a Naturalist.

By J. E. HRnrrNc, Author of "Rambles
in Search of Shells,'n etc.

Profusely Illustrated, l5/- net.

The Rapid Rettiebt scgs .'-
" To the experielnced naturalist it will appeal by

reason of its careful and accurate observation of the

least noticeable natural phenomena, and of its occasional

bold suggestion; and to the beginner it will appeal by

reason of the immense variety of the subjects 'touched

on-the commonest facts as well as the most obscure

problems of natural life-while its charming style will
prove irresistible to all Each chapter is like
nothing so much as a delightful walk through a

delightful country with a delightful companion who

irn.jws what he is talking about."

Nature sags :-
" These ' Recreations' may be cordiaily recommend-

ed to the lover of nature as a companion on his

summer holidays."

Recreations of a Naturalist.

By J. E. HanrrNc. Illustrated, l5/- net.

Obtainable through any Bookseller or Library.

r. FIsIIER ullwirli"i,"i?tt; Terrace, London.



Fishing in lreland. (r/G net.)

Fishing in Scotland. (3/6 net.)

By PHtI-re GoeN, President of the Anglers'
Association. trully Illustrated.

" No better or more comprehensive guide for the Angler could
be found. in a co-unLry housd liblary."-Globe.

How to know the Starcy Heavens.
An invitation to the study of Suns and Worlds'
By Eowe.no IRviNc. With Charts, Coloured
Piates, Diagrams, etc. 8/6 net.

The Camera in the Fields.
A Practical Guide to
F-. C. SNnI-r. With

Astronomy for Amateurs.
By C,tlttnB F'r-,qiuuARIoN.
tions, 6/-.

Quiet Hours with Nature.
By Mns. BnrcstwnN. Profusely Illustrated, 2/-.

Our School Out of Doors.
By the HoN. Connnrre Lercn. Illustrated,2l-'

The'Brightwen' Series.

Each Volume fully Illustrated, 2l'each'
Complete List of Titles free on application'

T. FISIIER UNWIN, l, Adelphi Terrace, London'

Nature Photography.
B0 Illustrations, 5/-.

By

with 84 Iliustra-
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